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LAKEW OOD G A M PS,

M id d le d a m , M a in e

g

One of the best all arou n d fish in g and h u n tin g cam p s in the R an geley s. L ake.
Pond andStream h s h m g all n ea r th e cam p s. T h e five m ile river affords the best o f
fly-fishing. Cam ps w ith o r w ith o u t bath ro o m . F o r p articulars w rite fo r free circular to
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( apt. E. F. COBURN, Middledam, Maine.
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BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS

Bald

M ountain
Maine

Bald Mountain C am ps are situ a ted at the f o o t o f B ald M ountain on M ooselook m eguntic Lake. N ear the best fish in g g ro u n d s. F irst class steam boat connections— Auto
road to camps T eleph one c o n n e ctio n s —T w o m ails d a ily —W rite fo r free circular.
AMOS E L L IS . P rop r..
Bald Mountain, Maine

G R A N T ’ S CAM PS,
K E N N E B A G O , M A IN E
Will open for Fishermen and Tourists when the ice leaves the lakes.
We can offer you the best fishing to be had in Maine. L og cabins with
bath. Write for information, brain service etc.
ED GRANT & SON CO.

One of the Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine
BLA K ESLEE

LAKE

G AM PS

On head waters of famous Spencer Stream near Blakeslee Lake. ]
Best Trout and Salmon Fishing, both lake and stream. Salmon up to 4 <
pounds in size. New Camps. Open Fireplaces. Write for booklet.
1
JOSEPH H. W H IT E , Proprietor,
Eustis, Maine

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF, TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
W rite fo r B ooklet that will tell You all about it.

R AN G E LE Y LAK ES H O TEL CO ., Rangeley, Maine
SEASON

OF

1914

J

Individual C am ps. R o c k F ire-pla ces. F ly and B ait F ishing. L ake and Stream Fishing for T rout.

T e le p h o n e .

<

D a ily Mail., W rite fo r B ookletJ

]

JULIAN K. VILE S & SON, Tim. Franklin Co., Maine.

i

M ountain V ie w H o u se

Sunday Train with Through Con

Mountain View, Maine

nections from Portland,

F o r f u r t h e r p a r tic u la r s w r it e o r a d d re s s

Boston and New York

L. E. B 0W L E Y ,
Mountain View,
«
»
*

Maine.
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This large, elegant Summer Cottage, completely furnished and i
equipped for housekeeping. Location the best on Rangeley Lake. For
complete description and terms, apply to
©

Rangeley, Maine.

:

RANGELEY LAKES AND
D E A D R IV E R R E G IO N
This wonderful fishing and vacation section is situated on a

lightableland in
N O R T H E R N M A IN E
ffith an ideal climate for the summer vacationist, being situated approximately
1,000 feet above the sea level, with magnificent mountain scenery, pure spring
Yater, snvigorating air: with the best o f accommodations at moderate prices,
from the modest and comfortable log cabin to the palatial and fashionable ho
tel, with its popular outdoor sports; and entertainments and concerts tor those
deferring this class o f amusement.

The SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
ssues a descriptive booklet o f this territory, containing map o f entire region, which will be fu rn !hed upon application to
.
^

P. N. BEAL,

General Passenger Agent,

Phillips, Maine.

Rem em ber M aine W oods H as a
First-Class Job P rinting D epartm ent.

Bates

College

Confers

Merited Honor.
A R T H U R S. H O Y T

Maine Woods, with other friends
The following words of apprecia
in this section is gratified at the tion are by the superintendent of the
success of Mr. Smith and
the Fairbanks Union Sunday school in
The summer change which went in honor which has been conferred up behalf of the schoolmates.
to effect June 22nd, on the Sandy on him.
Mr. Smith is a busy man but he
River and Rangeley Lakes Railroad,
His chair is vacant, Arthur is not,
takes
an occasional “ day off” to vis —for God who had loaned him to us
which includes a
Sunday train
it his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac for a season, has claimed his own.
with through connections to and from
Smith, who now reside in Madrid, hut The place that knew him shall know
Portland, Boston and New York, is were formerly residents of Phillips.
him no more. While our hearts are
much appreciated by the people ini From the Sanford News we clip torn with grief, let us remember the
this vicinity,, also the very reason the following notice:
sixteen happy years of our associat
An unusual and well-merited hon ion and companionship with this dear
able rates extended by the manage
ment to those wishing to take
a or lias come to a Sanford man,, Sup friend and scholar, and we can re
day’s outing via this Sunday train. erintendent of Schools Isaac Ambrose joice (while yet in sorrow) in the
pure, clean and noble life, gathered
The round trip fare is only 75c be Smith.
tween Phillips and Farmington, and
At the commencement exercises at while still in the swelling bud to be
only $1.00 from Phillips to Range- Bates college in Lewiston, was con broadened and deepened and made
ley and return. The' new schedule ferred upon him the degree of Mas perfect in the presence of our per
Elder Brother.
And
we
also gives Kingfield a morning train,' ter of Arts. With this goes a parch fect
with through connections and we ment from the college, the honor of believe that the going on before
and classmate
trust that this increased service will having A. M. attached to his name, of this dear son
scholar of
our
Sunday
receivfe such patronage that it may and the privilege of wearing the cap and
school
will
in
some
way
be continued each season.
and gown.
“work out in a far more circling and
More than all these outward sym
eternal weight of glory’’ to the dear
bols is the fact of the recognition of
parents and to all who mourn for
Ms ability, his education, and
the
work he. lias done in his State along him.
So “ Let us press toward the mark
educational lines. To very few men
for
the prize of the high calling in
comes this honor, and it is needless
to say . that it is appreciated by Mr. Christ Jesus,,” looking for a glad re
Smith, and his
friends
are well union when our work on earth is
Vienna, June 6, 1914.
done.
pleased.
To The Editor o f Maine W oods:
In the Sunday school no one was
Today I have the pleasure of send
Mr. Smith is a good type of a man
more
faithful in attendance than Ar
ing you a $2.00 bill and will you who, by his own exertions, has ob
kindly send me the paper for another tained an unusual education, by his thur. He was a good and wholesome
companion for all of our boys and
year. At the same time would like own ability has accomplished things,,
girls. He had a clean heart and pure
to say, that should I ever forget to and by these same has a good fut
mind and his conversation was void
send the money on time, don’t stop ure before him.
of offense toward all; therefore we
sending the paper right off and I will
Isaac Ambrose Smith was horn in believe the world is better fob Arthur
forward the cash immediately.
the town of Phillips,, October 28, having been with us.
Last year I saw Celia Whitney, this 1872. He attended the public schools
Can we be selfish enough to wish
year Dr. Cragin of Waterville and I in that town and graduated from the
wonder who is coming next year. I high school at the age of 16. In 1892 him hack? No, for we believe that
wish people from back in the woods he graduated from Farmington Nor the hud that was plucked so early
would be coming faster to visit me. mal school having during his course will expand and blossom to adorn
"Him
Hoping that neither the measles nor taught 48 weeks of school. He next some mansion prepared for
that
hath
clean
hands
and
a
pure
any other Egyptian plague bothers was a teacher at Wilton academy.
the Phillipians until I decide to be He has taught schools in the towns heart” . So dear parents, loved ones,
schoolmates, playmates and all, we
come a rover again and hunt Ameri of East Hiram, Phillips High school,
salute you and say, what may he our
can shores “ to capture a few Am er Rumford, Weld* Norridgewock, and
loss is Heaven’s and Arthur’s gain.
ican flees,” I remain with best regards for five years -was the principal of
H. A. Compton.
to you and all friends,
the Webster grammax school in Aub
Yours very truly,
urn.
Later he was the superin
Steadfastness.
tendent of the district comprising
Jack Hubei.
It is easy in the world to live after
Buckfieldll Hartford and Sumner.
the world’s opinion; it is easy in soli
Mr. Smith is on the fourth year as tude to live after our own; but the
superintendent of the schools in? great man is he, who in the midst of
Sanford and Alfred and here lie has the crowd, keeps, with perfect sweet
and moth* wiioUd for eolloras. Hfefecet prices paid. Outdoor been eminently successful.
ness, the independence of solitude.—
summer work. Get complete book of teiQMtkmji «n detail*.
g l S d X steam. JAlHES filNCfcJUlt, Etotwaok^wt. Dept. 9 ,
He has the respect of his teach- Emerspn,
Loe Amrelee Cal.

t WANTS TO SEE

Furbish & Herrick,

ers and scholars, the same of the
people of the town, is “ making
good,’’ and is “ an all around good
fellow.’’— Sanford News.
The Springvale Advocate
also
voices the sentiment of its neighbor,
Well the Sanford News,, saying that the
honor conferred is well merited.

SUMMER CHANGE
SUPT. SMITH
GIVEN A DEGREE
MUCK APPRECIATED

PHILLIPIANS

BUTTERFLIES
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in his possession, and for which he
GOOD L U C K A T
POOL
upon request, by addressing
the E X T R A -IN N IN G
T R A P S H O O T IN G
is responsible, giving this office not
Touring Information Bureau, 12 Mon
M A T C H E S FOR S T A T E C H A M 
less
than two days’ notice of the. date
ument square, Portland.
! Fishing at the Bangor salmon pool
P IO N S H IP S .
Road From Aroostook
Border
to
in order that a representative of the
v ______ indicated that the June run of salmNew Ham pshire Line Included In
Quartermaster’s department may
!
F IS H IN G A N D H U N T IN G N E W S
New Publication
Few sporting contests could be on is on,, and there is apt to be a present at the transfer. He will also
more thrilling than the trapshooting number of good catches made there, make return thereof to this office ac*
The Maine Automobile Road Book; Advance reports that have been championship match at the Georgia During the day 14 strikes were had ccmpanieci by tlie proper vouchers.
for 1914 has just been issued and received from the fishing resorts in-j state tournament last week.
Extra at the pool, five of which were land-; First Lieut- Gould will receipt to
without doubt is the finest automo-! dicate that brook trout, muskellunge,' innings in the important matches are ed.
James Stymiest got one that. Capt- McDonald for the military prop.
bile guide of the Pine Tree state that pike and bass have been biting good, getting to be quite the thing, judg weighed about 18 pounds, Michael erty in his possession.
By Order of the Governor:
has ever been gotten out. This book; The weather has been very favor ing by the hard battles of marksmen Flanagan caught two, one weighing
Albert Greenlaw
one' able, and fishing conditions are
be at the state shoots in Georgia, Tex-j a^ou^, 21 pounds, James Mountains
has been in preparation for
as and Missouri. In Georgia the captured one and Ernest Gross took
The Adjutant General
year,, during which time the Maine j coming better each day.
Capt. Gould first entered the Nat
Automobile Asssociation’s pathfindThree Lakes, Wis.„ June 10th— championship winner smashed his one.
through the tournament with vie-!
ional Guard in March, 1905,, when he
ing cars have covered practically ev- Mr. and Mrs. R. Thompson, 4414 N. way
wa* iuiuusu
„ J Henry Woodbury of South Portland,
.1
' * Z
r
*
J of sea and shore 1joined Co.
Later1
ery important highway from Hoult- Lincoln St., Chicago, caught in Spirit torv
tuiy after
rtii-cx victory, but it was not |th0 cominiSSioner
• D of Norway.
*
on in Aroostook
j Lake, Lakeside
Resort, three musk- easy progress,
io o k county to the
tne AtAt-iimne,
naaesiae ivesuxt,
fisheries, was at the pool inspecting WaS. transferred to Co. K of BrunsIn the state championship event at
fish-way in the dam with Game wlcF> anc* became second lieutenant
lantic ocean , and from the New el lunge, wt. 28 pounds,, 18 pounds and
Brunswick line on the east to New 10 pounds respectively, all within Augusta, three shooters, W. H. Jones
r |en t * e Sullivan
As they:
tliat company in ^90,8.
In the
Hampshire on the west. In fact, the j three hours, June 6th., also caught! of Macon, James M. Barrett of Aua (
^ ’
n
ol n]iarles
°* ^le same year-’ be Wa8 trailsassociation has done even more than one 8 pound muskio the next morn- gusta and Benjamin C. \ ancey of
„ „
. . .
ferred to Co. G of Bangor as second
this, and lias laid out routes cover- ing. Mr. H. Hollata, 2315 Grand: Rome, all usfcg Arrow shells
were
,
wMch they"assisted In!
19. ° r
"VaS eIeC‘M
"
,
A |rirst lieutenant of Co. G.
ing practically all of New Hampshire Ave., Chicago, caught 16 pike weight tied with a score of 93 out or;
years ho has been ™*
as well as the through trunk lines of 20 pounds in Dog Lake, May 31st. 100. In the shoot-off Barrett and gaffing, much to the entertainment of. For
commissioner.
• I mental athletic officer of the Maine
travel from Boston to Portland and C. Wandry, Chicago, caught 13 pike, Jones tied three times. Barrett fin-|
Fishing at Kineo
National Guard at the annual niusfrom the Massachusetts capital to weight 20 pounds in Dog Lake, May ally won., 78 out of 80. The AugusThe fishing at Kineo, on Moosehead ters, and has met with much suethe mountain resorts of the Granite 31st. F. Christianson, Racine, Wis.J ta cup for the longest amateur run
Rem- lake, is excellent at the present time cess in this work, which has been a
caught 14 pike, weight 20 pounds in went to Barrett, who used a
state.
This book contains over 100 routes: Town Line Lake May 31st. Drs. E.| ington pump gun and whose collec- and some fine . catches have been popular feature of the camps, i
On Friday the follow
He has been the champion rifle
in detail, giving right and left turns, A. Morse and E. A. Peterson, Apple-1 tion of honors included the high am- made there.
intermediate mileage and all land- ; ton, Wis., caught 68 pike, weight 120 ateur average on all targets, 468 out ing fish were taken about Kineo:
: shot of the state of Maine for seven 9
H. W. West, Boston, Mass., one al years, having participated in the
marks along the way. These cover Pounds in Planting Ground Lake and of 500.
In Texas also the state champion tegue,, four pounds; Hiram W. Rick-, national rifle matches at Camp Permany routes of travel never before others May 31st. Gus Reimers,^ 632
trout, aixjry and the New England
matches,
charted and which are among the.W . North Ave., Chicago, caught 10 ship was won only after extra in- er, South Poland, four
best in the state. In addition, the pike, weight 20 pounds May 31st in nings. Tied with two other shoot- pounds, two togue„ four pounds; W. He has won numerous cups and medbook is splendidly illustrated with Island Lake. Jos. Mitchell, 204 Adders;, the score being 49 out of 50, W. A. L. Laughton, Philadelphia, eight als at these meets. Besides Co. G,
scores of pictures along the different dison St., Chicago, caught 8 pike,;H. Hodges of Tyler, using a Renting-i pounds; H. Weinburg, Newton, Mass,,j he has been interested in the
routes, many of which were specially weight 20 pounds in Island- Lake,; ton pump gun and Arrow shell's,! one salmon, two pounds,, three togue, gor Rifle club and is now prominenttaken for this edition. All the dif-|June 1st. A. J. Razin,
Chicago, broke 25 targets out of 25 on the seven pounds; Dennis Tracy, Ban ly connected with the Uniform Rank
ferent points of interest over which caught 23 pike weight 40 pounds in shoot-off and thus emerged the win- gor, three salmon, eight pounds, two cf the Knights of Pythias in Bangor.
Capt. Gould plans to reorganize Co,
the tours pass are described and in: Seven Mile Lake June 1st. Jos. ner of an exciting contest. This is! trout, two pounds, one salmon, six
Boston, G, and believes he can make it the
fact nothing'has been left out in the;F. Peters, 10 So. Wabash Ave., Chi the trapshooting championship sea-1 pounds; W. L. Brackett,
line of information which the tour-jeago caught 13 pike,, weight 20 son and a rather exceptional season,! Mass., one trout, two and one-half j best company in the state. He wili
ist might desire.
! pounds in Seven Mile Lake June 1st. too, in respect to the number of com-j pounds, one trout, two pounds; James organize a baseball team, a track
Among the best features of
the Jos. P. Younger, 413 N. State St., petitors who tried for highest lion- Findley, Kineo, one togue, 15 pounds. team, will have an orchestra, a cho
E. M. Richards of Newton, Mass., rus for entertainment purposes at
1914 edition are three new maps Chicago, caught 11 pike, weight 20 ors in the various tournaments.
In the state championship event at and George R. Wallace of Fitchburg, the state camp, and will renovate the
specially prepared for this book, pounds in Seven Mile Lake, June 1st.
These include a general automobile! B. Hillenger and party of 7 people Sedalia, Missouri, there was another Mass., who are at Kineo, are having armory.
road map covering every principal 10 S. Wabash Ave.,,
Chicago, tie for first place. The score of the excellent luck salmon fishing . on
O N L Y F L Y F IS H IN G T IL L JULY 1
automobile road within the state of; caught 110 pike, weight 200 pounds highmen was 99out of 100,
pretty Moose river.
IN B E L G R A D E LAKES
Maine as well as the greater part in Seven Mile Lake., June 1st. Al- nearlyperfect, but one of the shootMr. and Mrs. H. C. Warren, New’
of New Hampshire.
In
addition bert DeGroat, Waupum, Wis., caught ers was not a resident of Missouri Haven, Conn., have just arrived at
there will be a sportsmen’s map show 12 pike,, weight 20 pounds, June 2nd.j sp the title and trophy went to W .-Kineo for,their annual fishing trip.
As a result of a recent hearing
ing all of the great sporting regions Leonard V. Horr, Chicago, caught 14 L. Mulford of Kirksville, who usedj C. A. Conklin, Atlanta, Ga., is at held at Belgrade the State Cornmisof the state. This will be geograph pike, weight 20 pounds and 1 musk- Nitro Club shells. Mr. Mulford was i Kineo for the summer, coming early j sioners of Inland Fisheries and
ically correct, so far as the location ellunge, weight 9 pounds
in
Big high amateur on the regular program to enjoy the spring fishing.
Game has adopted
the following
M A IN E A U T O

RO AD

BOOK

J

WEST CARRY CAMPS AS

SEEN

FROM THE LAKE.

of rivers, lakes and mountains
are Lake, June 4th. John Bruecker,, 814 of the three days’ tournament with
C O M M A N D S CO. G.
needful rules and regulations relat
concerned. Both of these maps are N. Lincoln St., Chicago, caught 5 the excellent score of 481 out of 500. j
ing to the times and places in which
printed in colors.
At Milwaukee, F. J. Dreyfuss
o f, First Lieut. Daniel I. Gould of Co. and the circumstances under which
pike, weight 10 pounds
in
Spirit
There will also be a third
map Lake, June 5tli. Wm. H. Grau, Mil Muskego was re-elected state cham G. N. G. S. M., was given command,
inland fish may be taken from tie
printed in three colors, of the Pine waukee, Wis., caught 2 muskellunge, pion. Mr. Dreyfuss, using the same Friday of last week;, of Co. G,
re waters of Great, Long, East, North,
Tree Tour, which this year is again weight 22 pounds in Big Lake, June kind of ammunition as the Missour ceiving the following special order
and Snow ponds in the counties of
a feature of the road book.
The 4th.
C. H. Bennet, Doty Bennet, ians broke 95 out of 100 targets.
from Adjt. Gen. Albert Greenlaw:
Kennebec and Somerset:
Pine Tree Tour is designed to cov Shore Co., Chicago, caught 10 bass,
State of Maine,
“ RULES AND REGULATIONS.”
er all principal points of interest in weight 15 pounds in Butternut Lake,
C O U R S E IN F O R E S T R Y
The Adjutant General’s Office.
It shall be unlawful for any per
the southern and western half of the June 5th. C. J. Wertz, same com
Augusta, June 25, 1914.
son to fish for, take, catch or kill
state most visited by tourists, and is pany, caught 10 bass,
A two- weeks course in Forestry
weight
18
Special Orders, No. 75.
any black bass in Great, Long, East,
a definite trip outlined from start pounds in Butternut Lake, June 5th. will be held at Camp Lunkascoo, the
1. Upon recommendation of the North or Snow ponds in the counties
to finish so that one may go over it, Rev. F. L. Selden, Ravenswood Pres Maine forest school camp at Stacey- colonel commanding, First Lieut. Dan
of Kennebec and Somerset from June
and visit these places without the;
17 to 29. The iel I. Gould will at once assume com 18 to June 30, both days inclusiT*
Church, caught 6 pike, weight 11 ville.. from Aug.
necessity of mapping out the trip
pounds in Big Fork June 5th. N. L. course will be given under the di mand of Co. G, Second infantry, re A. D. 1914, by any device except
in advance or worrying over details, j
Higgins, Thawville, 111.,, caught 12 rection of the Maine Forestry Depart lieving Capt. William A. McDonald. with an artificial fly.
This year’s book has 352 pages and(
2. Within five days from the date
pike, weight 20 pounds in Dog Lake, ment, and is open to all men not
It shall also be unlawful for anf
in addition to the routes, contains a!
June
7th.
Otto Callum,. Chicago, less than 18 years of age. There of this order, Capt. William A. Mc person to have in
possesion anf
specially prepared digest of
the!
are
no
entrance
requirements,
no
Donald will transfer to First Lieut. black bass taken in violation of
caught a muskellunge, weight 10
Maine automobile law, the Maine!
The Daniel I. Gould all military property
pounds in Big Lake, June 7th. Mrs. examinations and no tuition.
these provisions.’’
fish and game laws and the Maine \
J. C. Emmiling, Chicago, cfaught 14 expense of living in camp is to be
forest fire requirements. Other fea
pike, weight 20 pounds in Big Lake, divided pro rata between the men in
T PAYS TO ADVERTISE IN MAIN*
tures are requirements for automoJune 7th. Mrs. Carl Peimer, Chicago attendance. Cots and cooking eWOODS. LOW ADVERTISE’
bilists entering Canada, a list of val
the
caught 14 pike, w’eight 20 pounds in quipment are provided by
ING RATES.
uable facts about Maine, some in
Big Lake, June 7th. Walter Kloss camp. The mornings will be devot
FAMOUS
formation about the Maine Automo
ed to lectures and study periods, and
bile association, and among the most Chicago, caught H pike, weight 20 in the afternoons the men will be
H.
BACKWOODS
valuable features is a series of in pounds in Big Lake,. June 7th.
given
practical
field
work. The
dexes covering the list of
routes, H. Stommel, Chicago, caught 12 pike, course is especially adapted to own
FAIRY TALES
U. YV. PICKKL,
towns and cities, maps, etc.,
con weight 20 pounds in Dog Lake, June ers of forest land, timber cruisers,
8th.
A.
Van
Seffel,,
Chicago,
caught
TAXIDERMIST
fined in the book.
guides,
patrolmen,
and
men
thinking
Dealer in Sporting Goods. Fishing
Dog
Owing to the great cost of the 8 pike, weight 19 pounds in
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
of
taking
up
forestry
as
a
pro
RANGELEY.
MAU,B
bock this year and the fact that it Lake, June 8th.
fession. It is primarily intended for
Ed Grant, B eaver Pond Camps
*s clothbound, it will be necessary to
al1 who wish to get a general know New reading matter, interesting:.
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
oake a small charge partially to
led ge of the ideas and methods of The first edition was exhausted much sooner
then we expected and the popular demai d was
They are made for
Good Health Hint.
jover the cost of preparation.
The
forestry in a short time and at a so great for a second edition that we published
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Don’t forget that microbes are apt minimum expense. The applicants %n enlarged »nd improved edition to be sold by
i ook, however, will be given free
Known the world over for excel
Ttyul (postpaid) at the low price named.
to members of the Maine association, to lurk about the mouth of the milk for the course will be in charge of Twelve cents, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
to all automobile associations, in bottle. It should be carefully wiped John M. Briscoe, professor of For
J.
W.
BRACKETT
CO
,
M. L. (VETCHELL CO.,
formation bureaus, newspapers, etc., off before the milk is poured out.
estry, Orono.
Monmouth,
•
Mw®*
Phillips, Me.

TAXIDERMISTS

M A I N E W O O D S , P H I L L I P S , M A IN E ,

Tobacco, Like Food, M ust Be
Fresh To Be Good
And tobacco cannot keep fresh after it is cut up, any
better than bread or meat can. T o get fresh tobacco,
you must cut it off the plug yourself, just before it goes
into your pipe, That s the w ay you use Sickle tobacco—
that s the reason it bums slowly, and always affords you
a cool, sweet, satisfying smoke.
Tobacco that comes already cut-up, in packages, gets
dry and stale— bums fast and hot, and bites your
tongue. The original flavor and moisture cannot escape
from the Sickle plug— they are pressed in and kept in
by the natural leaf wrapper.
More tobacco fresh tobacco— no package to pay for —no
waste that s Sickle tobacco. Get a plug at your dealer’s today.

3 Ounces

10c

■ «■■■■ ■■■ ■ ■

ALL AROUND
THE STATE

fe.

S lice it as
you use
it

of other New England States
also been invited to speak.

have

Hounds dogging deer were reported
a few days ago in the northwest sec
tion o f Portland. The man who ent
The warden on duty in the south- ered the complaint said that two
Brn half of Aroostook county has re- ! hounds droveD a uocl
deer across his ___
pasported to the State com missioners of ture several times during one after
inland fisheries and game that he| noon, but he refrained from shoot
cannot remember a year since
he ing the dogs until the owners had
has been on duty that there have been given a chance to keep the
been so many brook trout taken as dogs tied up. Any dog found chas
ing deer is an outlaw, section 17 of
this year.
, chapter 222 of the public laws of
Many Maine automobUIsts are plan |
that any person may at
ning to attend the mid-summer meet- an5r time lawfully kill any
dog
lng of the American Automobile
hunting or chasing moose, ear-

J U L Y 2, 1914

Oscar W. Green of Jim Pond
Camps was in Farmington recently
to attend the graduating exercises of
the Normal School. His sister, Miss
Myrtel Green, of Skowhegan, is a
member of the graduating class. Mr.
Green and his brother Grover passed
the winter in the camps at Jim Pond
and got everything in good order for
the summer season which, promises
to be big at that popular fish, and
game resort.
A place of particular interest to
the citizens of Fort Fairfield is the
C. H. Armstrong beaver dam, situat
ed at the Conant road, says the Port
land Press. These busy little beav
ers bave been visited vby many tour
ists sojourning through that part of
the country, who steal a march on
them quietly on a summer’s evening,
and watch them quietly at work
gnawing down the branches, dividing
up the trunks into suitable lengths
for floating down the stream to their
dams.
C. A, Weston of Madison who has
a local reputation of being something
of a fisherman, broke his record re
cently by capturing a 11-inch
trout
with his bare hands.
Mr. Weston
was walking on the banks of the
Kennebec early in the morning and
noticed the fish headed toward shore
in a pool of comparatively shallow
water made by some ledges.
By
some careful manoeuvring he cap
tured the fish stated. .It has been
put in the large tank in the window
of the Emery store.

I
D E SC R IB ES FO U R Y E A R S ’ S H O O T  from the fact that the act is con
ING E X P E R IE N C E .
trary to his idea of the fitness of

It was less than four years ago,
says Dr. William E. Quicksall, of
Philadelphia, winner of the indoor
revolver championship of the United
States, that he took up short-arm
shooting, which he found had a bene
ficial effect on his nerves. The story
of his progress toward proficiency is
exceedingly interesting,, and, besides
this, contains some very
valuable
suggestions for those who engage in
any kind of competitive.
The announcement of Dr. Quicksail’ s "victory has just been made by
the United States Revolver Associa
tion, under the auspices of which the
championship matches were
shot
contemporaneously last April in twen
ty-six different cities, including To
ronto, Canada.
The doctor from
the Quaker City won his new title by
capturing the Association’s Match A
with a score of 457 out of a possible
500, using a .38 calibre target revolv
er and Remington-UMC
mid-range
ammunition.
This was an indoor,
any-revolver contest.
Dr. Quicksall
won fifth place in the match last
year.
“ Owing to my work,” said Dr.

things.
I believe that by changing
the attitude of mind toward
these
things, many men who now invariab
ly shoot below their averages in
competition would improve
their
match scores considerably.”
Dr. Quicksall, when he began in tht
sport of shooting, feared for a while
that he was too old to learn.
“I
was a fairly good shot as a small
boy,” he said, “ but I never owned
a good weapon of any kind until I
was thirty-two years old.
Six years
ago I bought a rifle and began shoot
ing on a Remington-UMC advertise
ment containing the German ring tar
get.
I could not keep all my shots
on the card at twenty-five yards, and
improvement came slowly.
In the
course of a few months, however, I
could shoot fairly well with a rifle,
but did not use a pistol until less
than four years ago.
In October,
1910, I became acquainted with
Captain George Hugh Smith,
who
gave me some pointers on how to
shoot the hand gun.
I then bought
a target pistol and started to shoot
in my cellar.
“ From that time dates my real in
terest in the game.
In six months

The Lewiston Sim says:
Poland Spring reports 85 varieties
of birds this spring. A camper" at
Hammond’s Grove,
Cobbosseecontee, remarks that no one has troub
led to list the varieties "about the
lake, “ but Wb could certainly make
Poland Spring go some.” At even
ing, now, the cotttagers
may
be
feund prowling in the groves and lis
tening to the medley. A favorite is
the shy little veery with his rich
metallic no.tes.

i--------The water in Varnum pond, Wilton,
DR. W IL L IA M E. Q U IC K S A L L .
is reported as exceptionally low for
the time of year. It seems that the
dam, which wai rebuilt last year,
Quicksall, when questioned by the I could shoot around 85 per cent,
has shown faulty construction and
interviewer,
“ I had but one oppor quite consistently, but I used a gre^t
the water has found easy outlet at
time.
eoclation July 6 at the Hotel Maple- lKm' or eer’ e c '
during deal of ammunition in that
the side. Repairs will be made at tunity to shoot my matches
Most
of
my
practice
since
then
has
wood, Bethlehem,, N. H., when good
the week they were held, and had to been of the ‘dry’ variety, snapping
A small doe, not larger than a an early day by Wilton parties.
roads and fair automobile laws will good sized dog, appeared in the clearshoot both the A and B the same the empty pistol at a mark on the
be. thoroughly
discussed. The good lug near the William Young proper D E E R
After a busy day, when
BREAKS NECK
A T B E L  evening.
wall of my room.
Now I
rarely
oads meeting, which will be held iu ty on L etch er street,
Kennebunk,
night comes,, I sometimes am in a. shoot more than once a week, but
GRADE.
be afternoon o f July 6>, will be in last Saturday about 4.30 o’clock. It
state of mild nervous tension—‘jerky’
practice five or ten minutes daily at
harge o f George C. Delhi, of Buffa- appeare^ very tame and after
a
The Department of Inland Fisher —which has to be worked off before the mark on the wall.
Nearly all of
o, Chairman of the A. A. A. Good gjlort stay in the field crossed at the ies and Game received notice Wed I am relaxed and cool enough to
my shooting has been done with the
toads Board, and the speakers will rear
the house, over the new nesday morning of last week that shoot well.
Nothing does this like
pistol, though I divide my ‘dry’ prac
aclude Governor Felker and State cemetery road and disappeared in the a deer had become entangled in a shooting. The evening of the cham
tice about equally between revolver
lighway Commissioner Hooker of, aistanee toward West Kennebunk. barbed wire fence at Belgrade, its pionship contest I shot Match B first
and pistol.
I am sure I have not
lew Hampshire; Commissioners Ly-j Tlie kayjng 0f hounds 15 minutes lat- neck being broken. It was found by and did badly, but after a ten-min
fired 1000 rounds from a revolver in
lan H. Nelson of Maine and Char-|er caused mUch -fear among those the section crew of the Maine Cen ute rest found myself feeling ‘right, my whole life.
ss W. Gates of Vermont, and the whQ had notiCed the handsome creat- tral Railroad and through them re having forgotten myself in shooting,
“ Before I ever knew that I could
rell-known automobile
enthusiast, ure.
ported to the office. Curator James,, and at once proceeded with Match A. shoot well, I made the
deliberate
tharles J. Glidden o f Boston, donor
“ I find, when under a nervous,
at the direction of the Commission
choice of rifle shooting as the only
f the famous Glidden trophy.
The
indignation of some bird lov- ers, went at once to Belgrade
and strain,” reiterated the doctor, “ that sport within my means and opportun
eads of the Highway Commissions ^erg and summer residents of Cam- took charge of the carcass, the meat there is nothing which does me so'
ities.
Fond of sport of all kinds I
den has been aroused by the wanton being sold to C. A. Hill, proprietor much good as to lose myself
in decided to go into some competitive
destruction of one of the most val of “The Belgrade,” for the bene shooting fifty shots or so with pistoli branch, for I delight in a contest, be
or revolver, particularly if there is a it running, rowing, pitching pennies,
uable as well as rare birds to be fit of the State.
little spice of competition to make or what else.
found in this region* says the Camde
I thought over the
me ‘try.’
One must so concentrate different sports.
Herald. Shots were heard on or aT H E CAMPS
One was too ex
TIME TABLE
the attention upon ‘holding’ and upon
bout High street on'M onday after
pensive, another took too much
noon and not long after was picked
There seems to be no limit to thej a careful ‘pull-off’ that there is no time, and for another I had no apti
In Effect, June 2‘2nd, 1914.
up a blackbilled cuckoo which had popularity of camps. Many of the room for a third thought.
tude.
Shooting only , was left, so I
A R M IN G T O N Passenger Trains leave Farm- been shot through the head. As
is college boys are going to try their
“ In this connection, I may say that started with the
rifle, to switch
Uton at 12.02 P. M ., fo r Kingfield and Rangeley.
well known this bird’s ' food consists luck with the officers of the army in I attribute part of my success
1 4.20 P . M . fo r Rangeley and Bigelow. Sunday
in over to the pistol and revolver.”
rain leaves fo r Rangeley at 10.35 A . M. Passen- principally of
the’ tent caterpillar charge of Governmental camps for shooting to the fact that I
have
»r trains arrive from Kingrfield and Rangeley at
55 A. M. and fro m Bigelow and Rangeley at 1.55 which is such a pest in this locality. instruction in military affairs.
Oth schooled myself to ignore any third
►
M.
Scotch Bard’s Remarkable Eyes.
societies, er smaller boys are clamoring for distracting thought, or little annoy
MIXED T R A IN arrives at 9.35 A . M and leaves In these days of Andubon
The most, striking feature of Burns
; 11.00 A .M .
Camden seems to be lamentably be permission from their parents to en ance, and I have never objected to
TRONG P A SS E N G E R T R A IN S leave fo r
ap- roll in one of the camps for boys loud conversation, the striking
of was his large dark eye. It was, we
a rm in g ton, at 7.25 A . M. and 1.25 P. M ., fo r hind as little or no interest is
pro- that have become a common feature matches behind me, and the like, but are told by one writer, “full of mind
manifested in bird
lillips and Rangeley. and at 12.30 P. M. and 4.50 p a r e n t ly
and literally glowed when he spoke
M. for King-field and Bigelow. A t 7.50 A- M.
of our summer. Camp life claims old have always felt that the more of it with emotion or Interest.” Sir f a l 
id 4.55 P. M. Passenger trains arrive from Ran- tection
sley and Phillips, at 7.25 A . M. and 1.25 P. M..
It ter Scott, who knew the poet when
er people too. The heart of many the better for me in the end.
om Kingfield at 7.15 A . M. and from B igelow
A gray squirrel that seems
to a staid business man is set upon must be that It is not the mere he lived in Edinburgh, says: “ I never
id King-field at, 1.15 P. M. Sunday Train arrives
om Portland at 11.05A. M.; and leaves at 3.40 have taken up his abode in the vic two unshaven weeks in
the woods striking of a match behind a man,, fc? saw such another eye in a human
iff^CED T R A IN arrives from Phillips at 8.45 inity of the court house at Bajli
is renewing his youth. And there are instance, that disturbs him, so much head, and I have seen the most dis
M and from Bigelow at 2.10 P. M.. and from
armington at 11.46 A. M. Leaves fo r Phillips at an expert in walking the tight rdpe, camps for girls, too, where the mid as it is the nervous irritation arising tinguished men of my time.”
40 P. M. and fo r Kingfield at 3.00 P. M.
making frequent trips to the tele dy blouse and bloomers are the fas
H I L L I P S PASSEN GER TRAIN S leave Phillphone
cable along the State road hion every year, no matter what ad
s fo r F arm in gton at 7.00 A . M. and 1.00 P. M.
>r R an geley at 12 56 P. M. and 6.13 P.M.
from Lincoln street around the cor vices from Paris declare to be the
T H E
IX E D T R A IN leaves fo r Farm ington at 7.3U
the
. m . R a n g e le y 7.40 A . M. and arrives from ner of Center and down High and re style. This lust for the life of
rmington at 2.15 P. M. R in g e le y 3.00 P. M.
turning apparently just for fun of camp is a stirring of the primitive
lundav train arrives from Portland at 11.25 A.
the performance. He is also unafraid in us all. It is stronger because the
and I eaves fo r Portland at 3.20 P. M
IN G E L E Y P A SSE N G E R T R A IN S leave fo r of the cats and kittens in the neigh city has grown so large and the life
rmington at 5.35 A . M. and 11.30 A . M. and a r '
THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OF AMERICA
sitting
on 0 fences
or in it has become so unnatural. Some
e at 2.25 P. M. and 6.43 P. M. Sunday train ar- borhood,
'08 at L00 P. M. and leaves at 1.45 P. M.
(Published weekly, Established 1874)
day
the
call
of
the
wild
and
of
the
stumps
of
trees
and
chattering
like
MIXED T R A IN arrives at 10.15 A . M. and
Subscription $4 . a y r ., 8 2 . for G m onths; Sample copy free i f yon mention Maine W oods
a maiden lady at a 4 o ’clock tea to simple may become strong enough
^ L E M 1' p a s s e n g e r T R A IN S leave fo r
the felines on the ground. They are to summon the race away from the
The American Field collects news by its own staff representatives and
.rmington at 6.50 A . M. and 12.50 P. M. .A raspecial reporters, giving authoritative reports ©f leading events in the
-es from Farmington a t 6.23 P. M., from trtiong s? surprised at the squirrel’s audac city. There is a spirit of revolt
8.16 A. M.
«
-j m
sportsman’s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with
MIXED TR A IN leaves fo r S tron g at 1.15 F. M. ity that they look at him in amaze gainst the artificial and everyone of
d arrives at 3.45 P. M.
ment and some of the kittens play us has his share of this spirit. The
interesting articles and contribution and open a wide field for discussion
INGFLELD P A SS E N G E R T R A IN S leave fo r with the squirrel.— Kennebec Journal. camps point the way to what the
of all subjects that interest sportsmen.
jm fngton at 6.30 A. M. Mnd 12.30 P. M. arrives
spirit of revolt may one day do.
The departments of The American Field are: Editorial. Game and Shooting,
am Farmington at 5.42 P : M. and from Strong
Supt. Libby of the Camden
fish
Fish and Fishing, Natural History, Hunting, Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle. Re8.35 A . M. Leaves fo r B igelow at 8.40 A . fM.
id 6.45 P. M, Arrives from B igelow at 11.35 A. hatchery is very proud of two baby
volver and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
. and 7.30 P. M,
SEND ONE D O LLA R FOR THREE M ONTH S’ T R IA L SU B SCR IPTIO N .
W ay of the W o r l d .
[GELOW PASSEN GER TR AIN leaves fo r deer born last week at the deer park
I f not more than satisfied w ith it the money w ill be refunded on reanest.
m nington at 11.20 A. M „ for K ingfield at 6.40 at the hatchery. They are cute little
The girl who declares she wouldn’t
M. Arrives from Strong at 10.00 A , M .; from
fellows and are attracting a great marry the best man living usually
Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
irmington at 6.35 P. M.
MIXED TR A IN arrives from Kingfield at 10.00 deal of attention from the many visi stands pat and hooks up with a dead
801 M ASONIC T E M P L E : CHICAGO.
. M.
one.
tors at the hatchery.
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.
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We are sorry to announce that Mrs. were burning and saying what a bad
Mabel Clouse, the milliner, will close time and place it was for a fire. Just
her business and leave town very soon. then another alarm sounded and Mrs.
IS S U E D W E E K L Y
Mrs. Clouse has made friends since her
sojourn here by her pleasant and ob Rose says “ Why Tim that’s our num
ber” and we began to fly round a bit.
Phillips, Maine
Charles Sweetser will undergo a liging manner. Mrs. ClouBe will have
Mrs. Georgia Masterman who has
a
position
near
Boston.
Meantime the military call had sounded
(Thursday)
been at the Central Maine General surgical operation this
and
the boys on the store teams were
Congressman
John
A.
Peters
of
Ells
hospital in Lewiston
for
several morning at his home, Drs. C. W.
L. B. BRACKETT*
Business Manager weeks recovering from a severe sur Bell and E. C. Higgins being the worth was. the guest cf Hon. H. B. coming in and telling how fierce the
Austin last Thursday night.
Friday fire was over in that section; even then,
gical operation,, arrived home on the surgeons.
morning
he
went
to
Rangeley
by
auto I didn’ t think we were in any danger.
Sunday
train.
Mr.
Masterman
and
North Franklin Grange wishes to
O U T IN G E D IT IO N
That fire was a mile and a half from
accompanied
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Austin
8 pages . ........................................... $1.00 per year little son Kenneth went to Lewiston ask an the members and those that
us.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
F.
Field,
where
Saturday to accompany her home. We are helping to bring in all labels as
L O C A L E D IT IO N
they
dined
at
the
Rangeley
Lake
House
I told the girls I believed I ’d go home
12 and 16 pages •. ............................ $1.60 per year are
pleased to report that
she fast as they secure them to R. H
Canadian, Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub had no ill effects from /the trip and
Preble. Another Demonstration July and later motored to Skowhegan where for we had heard there was no fire ap
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
is improving in health steadily.
6 and we ask all ladies and gentle Mr. Peters had an engagement. The paratus, there and if thq neighborhood
75 cents extra.
Mrs. Dora Granger of Lewiston has men, especially the ladies to come, rest of the party returned home that was fighting that fire with pails and
garden hose perhaps I could be of some
Sister, all who are not members of the night.
Entered as second class matter. January 21, been a recent guest of her
Mrs. Albert Worthley of Arkansas help.
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under Mrs. M. A. Hood.
Grange as each lady counts 2,000
the A ct of March 3.1879.
Miss Percis Hackett of Portland votes on that day. Come and help us City, Kansas, who has been with her
The first alarm sounded at about
was called home last week by the out. Afternoon and evening.
Save daughter, Mrs. Earl Underwood in quarter of two. I got the 3.30 carat
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire serious illness of her mother),
Mrs. all the coupons in the Portland New York for some weeks past joined the tunnel and just before 1 got to
atate o f Maine as to Hunting, Trapping. Camp
Mr. Worthley in Phillips, Tuesday.
Maurice
Toothaker,
who
underwent
Daily Press.
Holly street the first fire engine passed
ing and Outing news, and the B'ranklin county
A little daughter arrived at the home
a
surgical
operation.
We
under
ocally.
Drs. Bell and Higgins were called of Mr. and Mrs. George Bangs last us. Lhurried up to the house. Mrs.
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish stand Mrs. Toothaker is getting
a- to Vose’s camps last Wednesday af
Rose was packing their things and Mrs.
and gaipe photographs from its readers. ,
long well. Drs. C. W. Bell of Strong ternoon to attend one of the lumber week, June 24. Both mother and little R. had put some of my dresses and one
When ordering the address o f your paper
and Higgins and Currier of Phillips men who had fallen and stuck a one are doing nicely.* Mrs. Mae Kel of hers that hung in my sitting room
changed, please give the old as well as new
logg of Strong is the nurse and Miss
were in attendence.
closet into my suit case and 1 proceed
address.
stub in his back.
Mildred Smith is doing the housework.
Hon. and Mrs.' Joel Wilbur, Miss
ed to gather up what I could. I knew
Carrol! L. Deedy, esq., of Portland,
Miss Helen Hilton, Bates ’ 15 was one
Georgine Wilbur and Mr. and Mrs.
THURSDAY, JULY 2, 1914
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarer ce Beedy, of the characters in the Mat que in the it was useless to attempt to take any
F. H. Wilbur have gone to their cot
formerly of Phillips, gave a fine ad Pageant at City Hall last week, taking thing more than I could carry, so filled
tage on Rangeley lake for the sum
the suit case with clothes, got my trav
dress on “ Education and the Scholar the part of ‘ 'Inspiration.”
NEW VINEYARD
mer. F. H. Wilbur of Minneapolis,
Today,” before the graduating class^ O. B. Clason of Gardiner who attend elling bag from the closet, put in my
Minn., will have the most of July for
at Bates. Mr. Beedy was a member of ed the Commencement exercises at watch, bank book, insurance policy and
a vacation and Mrs. Wilbur wall come
other papers, all the toilet articles on
the class of ’03.
Bates and was a graduate of that col
out from camp a little later for a
June 30,
the chiffonier and gloves and handker
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Greenwood
lege in reminiscencing said: “ Yes, N.
Miss Eula Holbrook went to Boston visit with her aunt, Mrs. N. P. Noble
chiefs in the top drawer. Then I took
returned home Monday night from P. Noble of Phillips of the class of '77
Monday to visit friends for a week. and other friends in town.
my old-fashioned blue and white cover
From there she goes to York Beach
Miss Prudence Richardson of Rang their auto trip to Houlton. They is here, and do you know, he was the lid, threw in shoes, underclothes, etc.,
where she has employment in a sum eley is the guest of Mrs. E. H. Whit went over 600 miles in six days. They best left fieider that Bates ever had.”
into it and tied it up with a piece ofs
called on Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Young
Nathaniel Harnden is wiring the resi clothesline. I had my furs in a heavy
ney.
mer hotel.
Miss Ruth Turner is home for the
Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Norton of Lew formerly of Phillips, the ladies not hav dence of Hon. Joel Wilbur for electric white duck bag and what old fashioned
summer vacation. She has just com iston passed through town Sunday ing met for 30 years. A field of 45 lights.
tintypes and daguerreotypes I had of
pleted a most successful term of school on their way to the Dill cottage, Mox- acres of potatoes with a 10-acre lot
my
father and mother. After I had
close by, were among the things of in
in the west part of the town.
ey Ledge, at Greenvale.
these things together we moved every
terest
seen.
Miss
Emma
Russell,
who
Schools throughout the town closed
Bruce Davenport has been assisting
thing down to the front piazza.
Friday of last week.
in Preble’s drug store the past week accompanied them home for the sum
A policeman stopped to inquire if
mer
vacation
went
to
her
home
in
Examinations for entrance into high or two.
there were any women left in the house
Rangeley
Tuesday
noon.
school were held at the village schoolHon. H. B. Austin and D.
F.
and told us we better get out and we
Arthur Chick of Monmouth and
house. Saturday of last week. Six Field were in Augusta and
other
gathered up our bundles like two emi
Harry
Dunham
of
Madrid
were
among
pupils were in attendance.
places Wednesday on a
business
A Few Personal Experiences Told grants.
Carpenters from Portland are here trip, going by auto and
returning the former graduates who attend* d
All I could see for me to do was try
Bates
Commencement.
ready to begin on the house that Wil that night.
By Miss Timberlake
to
get to Mellie and Bay. Of course
Harold
Beedy
who
has
been
employed
liam Morton is to have erected on his
Relatives and friends were pleased
there were no cars running on Lafay
piece of land north of the village. The and also surprised to see Mr. Brad in this cffice for nearly two years as
We take a few extracts from a very ette St., so we asked two strange men
barn was built last year.
ford Beal of Kansas City, Arkansas, our linotype operator, was taken to the
Mr. Chick of Farmington is doing a who arrived in Phillips this week. Sisters’ hospital in Lewiston Wednes interesting letter from Miss Annie in an auto to take me around the side
job of painting in the Staples cottage Since going there Mr. Beal has ex day morning of this week for an opera Timberlake written to her aunt, Miss streets to the Normal school. They
at Sweet’s pond.
perienced much sorrow, having lost tion for appendicitis, accompanied by Luette Timberlake, regarding the ter were very kind, every one has been for
Miss Vera Voter is visiting relatives his wife and his two children, one Dr. E. B. Currier and his sister, Miss rible fire at Salem, Mass., recently. that matter, and got over there just as
Marion Beedy of Livermore. Mr. We should be glad if we could publish a Melrose car was starting, loaded me
and friends in Lewiston, Auburn and son and one daughter.
Crowley’s Junction.
The anniversary dinner of the D. Beedy has been off duty the past two the entire letter but are able to take and my handbag, suit case, bundle and
C.
E. Stewart has finished his jobA. R. of Farminton was held at Hill- weeks with an injured finger which he but very little. Miss Timberlake has bag of furs on the car and I reached
cutting and peeling hemlock on the crest recently, and all greatly enjoy caught in the machine, and was plan been employed in a millinery store in Melrose about nine o’clock, just as they
were beginning 3 feel worried about
Frank Pratt place and his crew have ed the beautiful scenery as well as ning to begin work again last Monday, Salem for some years past.
me. I came back the next morning
“
I
expect
you
are
anxious
to
hear
all
when
he
was
taken
with
this
severe
at
returned to their respective homes.
the excellent dinner—one of
Mrs.
Miss Julie Ismay, goes to her home Sylvester’s famous spreads. Follow tack of appendicitis. He has been hav about the fiire, and guess I have quiet and have been too busy to think hardly
in New York this week. She will ac ing the dinner there was a business ing treatment for some weeks and was ed down enough today to write a little. ever since, there has been so much to
Although it is Sunday all the stores are do here at the store. The Roses had
company her parents on a trip to Den session presided- over by the newly in hopes to avoid an operation.
open,
as a great many of the poorer some insurance as I did, but didn’ t save
ver, Colorado.
Don’ t hold back your votes, send
ejected president, Mrs. A. M. Green
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Merchant have wood.
! them to Preble at once so he can get people didn’t get their week's pay un as much as I did.
secured a farm in New Sharon and are
I have found a room at 10 Andrews
Miriam the additional votes which are being til last night, and are in need of the
Ralph Trecartin and Miss
moving there this week.
of
Mr. offered for combinations.
Clip the necessities in life. There isn't much Street, and they will give me my
Brackett will be the guests
Mrs. Alice Look has returned from and Mrs. D. F. Field at Kennpbago coupons from the Portland Daily Press doing in my department, but of course breakfasts, so I am all right until va
Malden, Mass., where she went to at for the week-end. They will stop at and help the Grange win the tag cash we have to be here in case anyone wan cation time. Shall try to get this
ders through.
tend the High School graduation. Her Mt. View to attend the meeting of prize.
mailed tonight so you will get it Mon
daughter, Miss Marion, who was a the Sportsman’s Fish and Game as-i While fishing on Rangeley Lake Wed- i Will try to give you a fairly detailed day noon. Haven’ t had time yet to go
account of what we have been through. over to see the ruins where we lived,
member of the graduating class ac sociation Friday.
nesday of this week Joe Stewart caught
companied her mother home.
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Beal will go to a five pound salmon, and Dana Ald- The general newspaper accounts are but intend to go tomorrow noon.
Kennebago for a day or two the rich got one nearly into the boat that very accurate, and the pictures in Fri
I didn’ t realize that I was very nerday’ s Boston Post and Journal are ex
latter part of the week.
uous or excited until last night, then I
would weigh as much aa the one taken.
Mrs. Nellie Ross of Lowell, Mass., We understand they were fishing in the cellent. It was uncomfortably hot commenced to cry and have wanted to
SALEM
that day and I had only stayed out at
is the cook at the Elmwood.
ever since, especially when I go out on
vicinity of Joel Wilbur’s camp.
my dinner hour long enough to get a
Mrs. Russell of the Hilton House,
Miss Tressie Carroll will goto Hamp lunch and was sitting in the work room the street and Bee the poor people. But
who has been very ill, is somewhat ton Beach on Friday for a ten days'
shall be all right I think with one more
June 30.
with Mrs. Rose when the first alarm
night’s rest. It has been an experience
visit with friends. H. H. Field and sounded.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Reed visited in improved we are pleased to report.
She is always frightened
Miss Ethelyn Beedy, who lias been family will take their meals at the Elm
that I hope never to go through again.”
Wilton for a few days.
when there is a fire and immediately
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Harris of with her aunt, Mrs. T. N. Kewley wood "in her absence.
began looking up the number on the
Rangeley were in town the last of the in Bath, is at home with her pa
F. O. Smith and party of New Vine fire alarm card and found it was over in
Fifty Against Two. It Is not reas
rents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
F.
Beedy
for
week.
yard will go to Washington D. C., the leather district. By that time the onable to expect two weeks of out
the
summer.
W. E. Whitney and family visited in
starting this week in Mr. Smith’ s auto general alarm had rung in, but we ing to overcome the effects of fifty
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Butterfield
Portland over Sunday, making the trip
mobile.
didn’ t feel very excited for they gen weeks of confinement. Take Hood’s
of East Wilton were the guests a
in their auto.
F. W. Butler, esq., and family of erally call out the whole department Sarsaparilla along with you.
It re
few
days
last
week
of
Mrs.
Lucinda
L. A. Worthley of Strong was in
Farmington are passing a time at their for a fire in that part of the town, freshes the blood, improves the ap
Butterfield
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
F.
town Thursday buying wool.
simply were wondering what factories petite, makes sleep easy and restful.
cottage at Varnum Pond.
Children's Sunday will be observed at Chandler.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leon
A.
Luce
of
Farm
The
1913
Club
was
entertained
the Evangelical church, July 5.
Rev. C. J. Longley of Kingfield held last week by Mrs. C. F. Chandler. ington are receiving congratulations on
The their marriage which occurred June
meetings at the Union church the past Refreshments were served.
next meeting will be the last Friday 24th at high noon in Chesterville at the
week which were well attended.
home of the bri^e. Miss Annie Wilber.
Andrew Plaisted has been visiting his in July.
As we go to press we learn that Mr. Luce is well established in Farm
brother, D. L. Plaisted a few days.
the operation for appendicitis on ington as a photographer and has a
Harold Beedy was very successful. good business. Mr. Luce came to PhilHoward True is operating the lino- 1*PS each week for a time last year and
DALLAS
made many friends while here who
type in his absence.
A delightful dinner party was given w ‘3^ f ° r him and his bride happiness
last week Thursday, by Mrs. Florai and Pr°sperity.
' July 1.
Dennison to the following friends: j Miss Bessie Webster has been the
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Stillman return
Mdms. F. H. Thorpe, G. L. Savage, guest of friends in to\fcn the past week.
ed to their home in Peru last Friday
I:’s just as easy to say ‘'White
Edgar Welts, Solon Mecliam, John
It is hoped there will be a good atafter a pleasant visit at the enamel
House” — when you are purchas
Shepardj
Hattie
Hoyt,
Sarah
Graffam,
tendance
at
the
regular
business
meeting Coffee or Tea— as 'it is to
mill.
mention any other name; but
Charles Sweetser, Joel Carlton, M. H. ing of the Federated church which will
Stella Getchfll spent the week-end
there is a mighty difference
Davenport, Fannie Records, David be held at the Parish House next Monv. hen you find out, as you are
in Rangeley with Mildred Huntoon.
sure to do, that “ White House”
Morgan, Mrs. Castle. It is needless day evening, July 6, at 7 30.
means SATIS1-ACTION, always.
Leroy Hinckley of Madrid is visiting
to say that a very delicious dinner
Hon. Lyman M. Nelson and daughhis sister, Mrs. Minot Flagg. He is
was served. In the afternoon the ter, Miss Barbara, of Portland, were in
accompanied by a friend.
following additional ladies were in- town last week with a party of friends
Mrs. Inza Marden and daughter are
vited in: Mdms. A. D. Graffam. F. S. coming from Rangeley in their automo
at Mrs. Marden’s mother’s, Mrs. C.
Haley, C. E. Parker, E. V. Holt, bile. Mr. and Mrs Nelson are at their
A. Campbell.
Tred Morton. Ice cream, cake and cottage and Miss Barbara is entertain
T. E. Willett has returned to his
lemonade were served and all voted |ing a house party.
camps at Dead River station.
it a most enjoyable afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Brownlow tnd
Frank Rowe was in town on business
Linn Dennison is in Rangeley as- Mrs. Lena Bonney arrived in town this
last week. While here he stopped with
sisting E. L. Haley in his boat gar- week and have opened ther summer
Mr. and Mrs. True.
age for a few days.
home.
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One of the prettiest home weddings
T IO N FOR E F F E C T IV E W O R K.
of the season took place at the beau-j
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating
ma
Children
s
Day
was
observed
at
chine. In first class condition.
in
tiful home of Mr. A. S. Thompson of;
the Union church last Sunday.
quire at Maine W oods office.
Jay on the evening of June twenty- Plug Pump Probably Is the Most Use
Plie following exercises were giv
ful of All the Contrivances
FOR SALE—A large camp opposite en by the children in Mrs. Pills-! third when Flora Isabel Erskine was
Available.
united in marriage to Evan Stanley
Mountain View. Furniture and boat. bury’s class:
Price reasonable. Address Frank E. ^ Ringing, “ Father W e Thank Thee,” ! Hutchins of Phillips.
The bride is
Even if you have demountable rims
White, Oquossoc, Maine.
Phyllis Harnden, Elizabeth McKenzie, the eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and carry a couple of extra tires ready
for use, it is wise to also have in your
FOR SALE—Eight room, story and a Holman Toothaker, Laura Belle Hut W. J. Erskine, who are making their tool box a good hand pump, an extra
chins, Dorothy Smith.
half dwelling house, with
ell and
home with their uncle, Mr. Thomp tube, and either an interliner or a
Children’s Day Exercise, Elizabeth
stable, garden, few fruit trees, city
son. The groom is the son of Mr. blowout patch. One never knows
water, situated within few minutes’ McKenzie, Holman Toothaker, Laura and Mrs. Charles Hutchins of Phil what may happen to tires on the road, KING ROAD DRAG IS FAVORED
Belle
Hutchins,
Phyllis
Harnden,
Dor
walk of Phillips village.
For par
and often a pump comes in handy. But
othy Smith, Mildred McMullen, Helen' lips. He and his father are extens don’t make the mistake of never look Hundreds of Farmers of Colorado
ticulars enquire at Maine W oods o f
Have Pledged Themselves to
Leavitt, Everett
Pillsbury,
Donald ively engaged in the lumber business. ing at the pump, as you are apt to do.
fice, Phillips, Maine.
Make Use of Implement.
P iehl, Johnnie McKenzie, Leonard, About eight o’clock the bridal par The hose may have become worn in
FOR SALE—Village
stands
for Pratt, Maxine Hoyt.
a spot through rubbing against some
State Highway Commissioner T. J.
ty entered the living-room to
the article in the tool box, the valve in
sale in Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine
Miss Georgine Wilbur, the super
strains of the wedding march from the pump may have become hard or Ehrhart of Colorado has announced
Morrison.
intendent gave a little account of the1
the barrel of the pump have become that the state will pay half the cost
work accomplished by the • school Lohengrin played by the bride’s sis
of split-log drags to.all counties which
ter, Miss Verna Erskine.
Proceed- dented, so that any one of these little will furnish these drags free to farm
the past year.
matters will be responsible for pre
the*
ers and others pledging themselves to
FOR SALE—T wo lots of land
ad
Miss Albertine
Btterfield
pres-' ng the party were the ushers,
venting the pump from working.
use
them on their roads. This
Misses
Stella
and
Eleanor
Hutchins,
joining The Barker Hotel on south ented diplomas to several in
her
Take the pump apart, soak the
Following leather valve washer in oil, see that action followed the strong impression
end. Also1 motor boats to let and class which were promoted and told sisters of the \groom.
Miss: the pump works freely and look over made on the highway commission by
for sale. Address with stamp
to of the special work that had been| them were the ribbon girls,
Grace the hose and the connection to know the D. Ward King method of road
Robert Martin, (Guide), Haines Lan done by them and passed the books! May Robinson and Miss
building, as demonstrated at the King
Brown making the isle. They were1 that it will fit on the valve stem and
ding, Maine. v
for the visitors to inspect.
road rallies held recently at Castle
attired in white with pink sashes. that the pump will work. Even if you Rock, Littleton, Golden, Denver,
Mrs. E. H. Whitney read the crad-l
do
not
find
use
for
it
perhaps
you
will
The flower girl, Ruby Riggs, was at-1
WANTED.
Brighton, Loveland, Greeley, Fort Mor
le roll of those who were being
tired in wriiite carrying a basket of be able to help out some brother mo gan, Fort Collins and Cheyenne. Gov
promoted and also the new members;
rose petals which she scattered in! torist in trouble. What is better than ernor Ammons was a regular attend
WANTED—Potatoes at my store
a hand pump and quite as successful
which were being added to the cradle1
house.
Notify by telephone night roll. |front o f the bride. The ring-hearer in operation, to say nothing of its ant at the meetings and enthusias
was Harold H. Parlee.
He carried labor-saving qualities, is a plug pump, tically indorses the system.
before bringing them. B. F. Beal.
Hundreds of farmers have already
the ring in the center of a large which is attached to the motor at the
LIVE ANIM ALS W ANTED —Will buy O R O N O G U N C L U B H A S R E G U L A R peony. Miss Mabel Hutchins, a sis spark plug hole and which is operated pledged themselves to use the drags,
and as a result it is predicted that
live mink, fox, skunk,
ter of the groom was maid of honor. by the compression of the motor
SHO O T.
ruts, bumps and mudholes in the roads
©bear cubs, fisher, marThe best man was M^rle C. Erskine,
in this section of the state will soon
I ten, otter, beaver, lynx
a brother of the bride.
be things of the past, just as this Mis
„.v[and others. Name price
At the regular shoot of the Orono
souri farmer’s method transformed the
The bride was attired in a gown
first letter.
W rite us Gun club Saturday last, J. L. S. Hincks
' dirt roads of Iowa and a dozen other
of white crepe de chine with shad
" * before buying or selling was high gun, breaking 69 out of a pos
states at practically no expense.
ow lace. She carred a shower bou
and about fur farming. C. C. Garland* sible 75.
The following is King’s condensed
H. H. Hanson was second quet of white roses and sweet peas.
Box 133, Old Town, Maine.
formula for building and maintaining
with a score of 68 and L. Alford was The ceremony was perforlned by Rev.
a perfect road with the split-log drag:
third with 64. In the national compe M. S. Hutchins, theisingle ring serv
“Build a King drag according to in
LOST AND FH^ND
tition shoot the ten high men who com ice being used. Miss Mabel Hutchins,
structions. After the first rain, while
posed the club team for the day were: maid of honor, wore pink and white
the dirt Is still moist but not sticky,
Lost—Round key ring, containing J. L. S. Hincks, H. H. Hanson, L. A1
and carried a bouquet of pink sweet
hitch the team to the drag so that
seven or eight keys. Finder will please ford, F. Webber, W. C. Mutty, C. H.
peas.
the drag will follow the team at an
leave at Maine Woods office and re W hite, G. F. Stevens. H. S. Scott, F.
angle of about 45 degrees. Drive with
Immediately
after
the
ceremony
a
reive reward.
C. Barton and W. E. Farnham. The reception, ior the bridal party, rela
one horse on each side of the wheel
track to your neighbor's front gate
team represented broke 411 out of a tives and friends whs held.
During
toward town and come home over the
possible
500.
MISCELLANEOUS.
the reception, Miss Chapman render
other wheel track, smoothing the road
Gov. William T. Haines and his staff ed instrumental mulic.
and moving a small amount of earth
were present at the University of
The bridal party stood beneath an
BARGAINS In firearms, binoculars,
toward the middle.
Maine Monday, and reviewed the ca arch of evergreen from
which
a
“After the next rain or wet spell go
watches and jew elry; list for stamp.
det battalion of the University which wedding bell was Suspended.
again. Repeat this after each storm
The
Roecoo V. Hurd, 126 W est 23, New
was a part o f the commencement ex living-room was decorated in ' green
until the surface touched by the drag
York.
ercises.
is smooth and is slightly higher in
and white. The dinihg-room with as
the center than at the 6ides.
paragus and pink roses. In the din
“Plow a shallow furrow (please no
FREEMAN*
ing-room punch was served by Mrs.
'
B IR T H S .
tice the word ‘shallow’) Just outside
Milton Jordan and Mrs. Harry Gill,1
the dragged portion of the road, turn
Phillips, June 24,. to Mr and Mrs. both of North Jay. Ice creamy cake
ing the furrow into the dragged por
George D. Bangs, a daughter.
June 29.
arid fancy cookies were served by
tion. Spread this furrow (notice the
Mrs. Geo. Ninde and two children
Mrs. Douglas Poland and Miss Ber
word ‘spread’) over the road toward
M A R R IA G E S .
the center with the drag. When you
cf West Somerville, Mass, are visit
nice Morse both of North Jay.
The
finish the roadway will be about two
ing at T. J. Pennell’s.
Dover, June 26, by Rev. O. F. Al- parlor was decorated with crimson
feet wider and the middle will be
Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Taylor o f Sal vord, Edwin E. Carvill of Freeman clover and pansies, the hall with ev
little higher.
em called on friends here last week. and Elizabeth B. Porter of Kingfield. ergreen and daisies.
“After the next rain or storm plow
Mrs. Arthur Clark and little daugh
Jay, June 23, by Rev. M. S. Hutch
The out of town guests
were:
again and- drag again, adding two feet
ter of Farmington, also her friend, ins, Evan Stanley Hutchins of Phil Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Thompson
more to the width and building the,
Miss Brown, visited the form er’s sis lips and Flora Isabel Erskine of and Miss Marion Farmer of Orlando,
A Plug Hole Pump Is Handy and road still a little higher in the center.
ter. Mrs. Alex. Campbell recently.
Only plow one furrow between rains.
Fla.,. Miss Fannie Chapman of Port Saves Manual Labor.
Jay.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivory Savage of W il
A— Thread, to Screw Into Spark When the road becomes wide enough,
W est Farmingtoni. June 24, by Rev. land;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nathan
quit plowing. Never drag except when
ton stopped over night at their farm IJ. P. Barrett, Elmer M. Black and C. Burbank of New Portland;
Mr. Plug Hole in Motor.
B— Hose Leading to T ire.
the soil is moist.
here last week.
1Miss Lydia A. Shaw, both of W est Melvin Dean of Livermore Falls; Mr.
“This formula is guaranteed to pro
Rev. G. H. Taylor o f Kingfield |Farmington.
Reynold Graffam of Phillips, Mr. A. while being run by the remaining duce results.”
Preached a helpful sermon at the
Chesterville, June 24, by Rev. J- E. White of Chesterville; Mr. and cylinders. There are a number of
A government bulletin giving in
center schoolhouse June 28th. Ar ! B. Ranger,, Leon A. Luce of Farming- Mrs. Charles Hutchins, Miss Mabel! such devices, they take up little room;
structions for making and using the
thur W oodcock of Kingfield and Rev. i ton and Miss Annie W ilber of Ches Hutchins!, Miss Stella Hutchins, Miss are not expensive, and do the work King drag may be obtained by anyone
J. E. Taylor and wife of Salem were terville.
Eleanor Hutchins of Phillips;
Mr. in a minute that a human being desiring to use it on his roads by ad
would struggle half an hour to accom- dressing the agricultural department
present.
There w'as special music
William Bennett of Portland.
tU
JLhIi
DEATHS.
at Washington.
which was greatly enjoyed by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Hutchins were the
recipients of many beautiful
and
Avon,,
June
24,
Rowena,
daughter
Easily Settled.
The Microbe Age.
Kinney, costly gifts, consisting of cut glass,
Hickville Postmaster (discussing af of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
The old-fashioned boy who used to
Cling Ever to the Good.
silver* china and linen. The newly eat red ants spread on his bread and
fairs of state)— “ Now, what do you aged 4 years.
Let no pleasure tempt thee, no
think of our foreign relations, Ezry?”
Lewiston, June 28, Frank L. Quim- married couple slipped quietly away butter now has a son who won’t touch profit allure thee, no ambition corrupt
Prominent
Lounger
(warmly)— "I by, formerly of Farmington,, aged 60 by the aid of Mr. Dean as chauffeur a table knife Until he knows that it thee, no example sway thee, no per
think they should be barred out uv years.
and left the guests deeply chagrined, has been properly sterilized.—Cincin suasion move thee to do anything
this here country if they can’t read
which thou knowest to be evil.—
Chesterville;, June 23, Mrs.
Roxy, not having the chance to use sev nati Enquirer.
an' write!”—Judge.
Franklin.
wife of Irving Currier, aged 50 years eral pounds of rice which had been
purchased
for
the
occasion.
8 mos.
On their return they will reside in HOW ES G R EA T LONDON CIR
Farmington, June 24, Joseph Per
Phillips
for the summer. Tlie«young
kins T.hwing, aged 82 years 7 mos.
couple
are
held in high esteem by a
CUS AT FARMINGTON
21 days.
Boston, Mass., June 26, Mrs. Ag host of friends who wish them a long
nes I. Goodspeed o f Wilton, aged 63 and happy life.
years 10 mos. 24 days.
Livermore Falls, June 25„ Charles t i i i i i i i i m i i i i n i i t i i i i i i i i i H i m i i i i u i i i m m m i i i i m i i i i i i i i i i m H i m i i i i i t i i n i i i t i i i i H U H
For the above event the SANDY
G. Dustin, formerly of Farmington,
RIVER & RANGELEY LAKES RAIL
aged 35 years 3 mos. 23 days.
W illiam F . N y e is the great
ROAD in addition to regular trains will
est authority on refined oils in the
run special train as follows: Regular
world. He was the first bottler; has
trains leave Rangeley at 5.35 AM., and
Could Stand It Longer.
Kingfield at 6.30 AM. Special trains
A lecturer one torrential night ad
434 Congress St.,
the largest business and N Y O I L
dressed an audience which might have
| P O R TL A N D , M AINE | leave Bigelow, at 7.00 AM.; Kingfield.
is the best oil he has ever made.
been much larger without taxing the
8.00 AM.; Phillips, 8.30 AM.; Strong,
seating capacity of the hall. Natu | E rected in 1911, and p ositively the on ly | 9.00 AM.; arriving at Farmington at
N Y O IL
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
F ire p r o o f H otel in the City
rally he was willing to curtail his ad
9
45
AM.
Returning
leave
Farmington
Offers room with shot and
HAS N O E Q U A L .
lev a tor S ervice. P riv ate and P u b lic |
dress, and, having reached what he I| EBaths
cold water for $1.00 per day
and ev ery convenience for the com - | for all points at 5.00 PM.
Beware of scented m ixtures called
considered the psychological moment, | fo r t o f guests in clu d in g
and up, which includes free
Round trip rates of fare as follows:
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
use of public shower baths.
said: “ I’m afraid I’ve kept you too
where a light oil is needed. It pre
| HOT AND COLD RUNNING §
Rangeley, Dallas, Dead River, Redlo ig .”
Whereupon a voice replied:
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
Nothing to Equal This in New England
| WATER AND LOCAL AND
§ ington, Bigelow and Carrabasset, $1.25;
“Go
on,
it’s
still
raining.”
tion.
1
LONG
DISTANCE
TELE1
Welsh,
Sanders,
Reeds,
Kingfield
and
Rooms with private ibaths
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
| PHONE IN EVERY ROOM j Madrid, $1.00; Phillips and Salem.75;
for $1.50 per day and up;
your firearms and your rod. You will
suites of two rooms and bath
find it by far the best. Hardw are and
1 S P L E N D ID R E S T A U R A N T CONNECTED | Strong, .50; South Strong, .40; Fair
Jive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
for $4.00 per day and up.
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
!k marten and fisher. Will handle above 1 F E A T U R IN G P O P U L A R PRICE M E N U S | banks, .20.
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
ned animals at all times o f year W rite or | Am erican Plan 6 2 .5 0 per day, upw ard |
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF
Tickets
limited
good
for
return
July
e w la t you have to offer, stating lowest
in trial sizes at 1U c. Made by
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
ce Fur farmers wanting stock should write | European Plan $ 1 .0 0 per day, up w ard | 9th.
E L etters Of inquiry reg-ardin# rate* etc., promptly answ ered. =
fo r prices and ing rr^ t^ E^ ^ eStbuying'
Send for Booklet
F. A. Lawton, Superintendent.
W M . Fl NYE,
1 H . E. T H U R S T O N . R . F. H IM M ELEIN . f
Dover, Maine
F.
N.
Beal,
G.
P.
A.
STO
RER
F.
CRAFTS
G en.
Manager
Proprietors.
i
New Bedford, Mass.
eL 64.15
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I Catering to “ Up State” Folks 1

IIS CHASE HOUSE)

-O X E S W A N T E D

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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T H E A M H E R S T GUN CLUB
O rganization Now (30 years Old— Its
H istory

every week, and the out-of-town clubs
frequently visited Mountain View
range, and teams representing the Am
herst gun club were sent to shoots
throughout the state. Arthur F. Bardwell, who was one of the charter mem
bers and always took an active interest
in the organization, developed into one
of the very best rifle marksmen of the
state. In 1890, 1891 and 1892, he led
the 2nd regiment infantry, of which he
was the lieutenant, and he won many
medals for his skill, including a $300
silver cup at a rifle shoot held in Brook
lyn in 1895. Some crack pigeon shoot
ers were developed, including L. H.
Dickinson, James F. Page and Dr. H.
B. Perry. In 1906 the club was practi
cally obliged to vacate the grounds
which it had occupied at East Amherst
and through the efforts of Dr. Charles
F. Branch and others, a new site was
obtained in South Amherst, a 25-year
lease of an extensive and sightly tract
of land, was procured, and the old club
house was taken down and moved to
the new location. There was a special
meeting held on August 20 at the new
building, at which 31 new members
were admitted.
The character of the club after its
house was moved to the new location,
changed; but comparatively few pig
eon shoots were held, and the rifle
range was never satisfactorily set up.
The old Mt Doma country club house
was given up and many of its former
members joined the Amherst gun club,
and the organization has now been
transformed into a sort of a country
ciub, and it is used a great deal during
the summer months by members and
their friends for evening and Sunday
lunches. The total membership is now
about 70, or nearly as large as at any
time during the history of the club.
The list of the presidents of the or
ganization from time it was first start
ed is as follows: H. E. Wheeler, T. T.
Sisson, C. M. Osgood, Henry Adams,
A. F. Bardwell, E. P. Dickinson, Dr.
H. B. Perry, Dr. Charles F. Branch,
Frank A. Hosmer, James F. Page,
Frank M. Thompson, and James W. T.
Davis, Henry Adams, first of Amherst
and later of Springfield, was for many
years the secretary and treasurer, and
probably did as much, if not more, than
any other one person in organizing and
maintaining the club during its first
20 years of existence.
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L A K E S A N D PO N D S OF W E S T E R N
M ASSA C H U SETTS SHO ULD OF
FER
GOOD C H A N C E
TO
Many millions of sport-loving Am
TH O SE W HO SEEK
ericans seek recreation in summer
T H E S E F IS H .
m i d -s u m m e r

r e c r e a t io n

.

Army-Navy \uction Bargains
, . . $ .9 5 u p
S h o e * , p r . 1 .8 5 *
T e a m H a rn e ss, .2 1 .8 5 “
c o t s

r y M iS *

H A V E K s k c k 8* : f 0 ?P
N e w U n iform a, 1.50“
R e v o lv e r s , . . . 1.6 5 “
S w o r d s .................... 3 5 ••
S A D D l!t § f”
'9 ! ( i 0 “
D unnage B ags.
.9 5 “
7 S h o t C a r b in e s , . 2 96
C o lt s C a l. 4 5 R e v o l v e r s ,$7
up
C a r t . l c . ea.
M a u s e r S p o r t i n g R i f l e , $ 11 .8 5
C a r t . 2 c . ea
A r m y B r e e c h L o a d i n g R ifl e , 9 8 c .
C a r t . 2 c «»a.
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at the sea-side, along the lakes, am
J iM ® ’
A r m y T e n t s to H ir e
F r e e C ir c u la r
ong the mountains, or in the wood
Francis Bannerman 501 B’dwa.’ .N.Y,
It was announced at the annual meet
The
opening
of
the
bass
and
pike
lands, as the inclination may dictate.
ing of the Amherst, ( Maas.) Gun club,
These summer sojourners return re seasons has added greatly to the pos
which was held recently that the socie
freshed—having gained a new lease sibilities for those who want variety
ty is now 30 years old, says the Springof life—and the annual outings are in their angling schedule. Both of should take no one’s word for that
field Republican.
counted among the things that make these excellent game fish are found He should rig up a reel, lay ia a
There are, in a community like Am
in supply of bait and put these variet
life worth living. A graphic writer, in quite satisfactory numbers
herst, a great many organizations
Either of ies to the test. There will be no dis
commenting on the lure of the lakes Western Massachusetts.
formed for one purpose and another in
tbem
makes
a
very
satisfactory
op appointment in the results; that ia
and the wanderlust which leads to
the course of a generation; but rela
the northern woods, takes occasion ponent too, with the bass leading the to say, not if there are any results,
tively a very few last for more than a
wall-eyed cousin by a few lengths os
to say:
few years at the most. One that has
High temperatures and excessive a fighter. There are indeed not a
Local bird lovers are enlisted in
been active for 30 years and is still in a
humidity have sent many of those few famous fishing grounds in the the task of taking the first national
prosperous condition evidently serves a
who can afford to leave their busi country in which trout* salmon and bird census, the figures for which are
purpose. The club originated in 1884.
ness or their households on annual su ck fish cut no figure at all, the en
being gathered in every state of the
The first meeting was held at the Am
and
northern migration. While the more tire stock being of bass, pike
union by groups of enthusiastic bird
herst house, and a constitution and by
unfortunate mortals, who lack the pickerel, and these lakes and streams lovers, working at the suggestion and,
laws were adopted. H. E. Wheeler,
necessary kopecs, continue to slave are drawing cards quite as attract in part, under the supervision of the
late of Pelham, was elected president,
and slave at their daily occupations, ive as -the Maine woods and other United States department of agricul
and Henry Adams, secretary and treas
attrac
these favored folk
have
packed places where the chief
ture. The census does not mean that
urer. The «xecutive committee was
tion is the speckled beauty and his
trunks
and
traveling
bags
and
have
composed of John C. White, J. W.
every bird is to be “ tagged” and its
hied away to the shores of
the relatives.
Howland and C. M. Osgood. There
number taken, but does mean that s
Both bass and pike thrive excel
northern lakes or the fastnesses of
were about 25 charter members; of
careful attempt will be 'made this
lently
in either a river or a lake or
some
cool
mountain
height,
there
to
these 14 are now dead, and all of the
year and each succeeding year for
idle away the summer hours in pleas pond. There is no special kind of
fi.st officers of the organization have
some time to come, to determine the
ant surroundings, with
no
daily water which the bass may be said to
passed away.
effect of the federal bird protection
grind to mortify their flesh or their prefer above all others. He will not laws that have recently been passed.
At the annual meeting held on May
be found frequently in lakes that
spirits.
6, 1885, it was voted to erect a frame
The census will be taken each year
It is most interesting to note how are stagnant, but mud bottom, sand
building 15x30 feet for a club-house on
at the mating season, when the sear
various people seek to find their var or rock, clean shores or bulrushes
the land of John C. White in the east
chers will seek out nests and count
ious pleasures. Your ambitious so makes no great difference to him.
ern part of the town. It was reported
the eggs or young birds in each nest.
ciety folk are careful to pry about It is largely a matter of food,, and if
by the secretary at the next meeting,
The information, as it is gathered
and
discover
where
the
elect
will
he can hide under a grassy (bank and
that a well-built house, 15x30 feet had
will be sent to the United States de
spend their outings and no amount of wait for grasshoppers to fall in he
been constructed during the past year,
partment of argiculture, where the
persuasion can keep them away from is as well satisfied as when he is
which cost in cash only $104.15. At a
reports will he tabulated and the re
fashionable watering places and sum chasing minnows over shoal or pok
meeting held on March 6, 1888, it was
sults of the census published. It will
mer resorts where Dame Fashion and ing his black nose around under
voted upon the suggestion of H. H.
b-e manifestly impossible to cover a
Sir Gaiety reign supreme— if
they rocks in hopes of a tasty crawfish or
Cooley of Springfield, that the name
large amount of territory in the care
can afford to spend the money.
a juicy slug. It is largely on
ac
“ Mountain View range’ ' be adopted for
ful way necessary to determine the
Then there is the average
pleas count of his fighting proclivities that
the club. On March 13, 1888, there
number of nests and the probable
ure seeker who cares not so much the bass is so eager a biter. There
was a fire at the club-house which des
number of birds to be produced. Each
for
the
Four
Hundred.
Anywhere
aare
records
of
his
having
taken
atroyed the secretary and treasurer’s
society, therefore, that has under
long the lakes where a summer ho bout everything. The spoon arouses1
records, but the blaze was luckily ex
taken the work is making a very
tel,
summer
girls
and
men
of
leis
his curosity; he among all other fish
tinguished before any great damage
careful survey of given areas of com
ure are to be found will suit him.
enjoys a worm; squirmy little green
was done to the building.
paratively small extent.
And
then
there
is
the
genus
homo
frogs that make him feel like 1.30 on
There was an annual meeting held in
who is infected with the fishing and Thanksgiving afternoon, and for des The Allen bird club has undertaken
May, 1889, and the next one was not
camping bug. Off to the lakes for sert he will have, thank you, a the task of canvassing three areas,
held until August 15, 1899, when the
him,
with rod and reel, hip boots and “ squashy” locust or grasshopper, un classed as uplands, woodlands and
club was reorganized, but with the
khaki clothes and with no thought less the thing he takes happens to lowlands, the latter including the
same constitution and by-laws; and
for social revelry or fashionable be a fly that reminds him of one of marshes and the places frequented
the records show at that time that
by water birds. In the uplands are
outing.
those.
there were 37 active members, 14 of
birds that frequent dry open mead
The
Great
Lakes
furnish,
a
source
The
wall-eyed
pike,
on
the
other
whom have since died.
of recreation and relaxation to the hand, is not quite so omnivorous. ows and waste lands, such as most
During the interim in which there
great
majority of pleasure seekers. The best baits for him are usually a of the many varieties of sparrows
were no annual meetings held, the club
Lake steamers will provide an exhila minnow, a nice fat worm or a spoon. and the many kinds of meadow birds,
house was frequented throughout the
rating voyage for those
who
can He seldom rises to or “ falls for” a A section of about 40 acres in East
year by members and their friends, and
spend the time and coin. Many seek fly, but in
many places the small Longmeadow has been chosen for
manylwell attended shoots were held.
The Advent camp
Dally
Thought.
respite
from
the
discomforts
of
mid
green frog you cast for a bass will the canvass.
For a few years succeeding 1899 the
Time wasted is existence, used, 1b summer weather in the vicinity of be eagerly seized by the slenderer ground and its neighboring woods has
club was very active. Shoots were
Mackinaw and here is where a large and more graceful wall-eye. The pike been chosen as the “ woodlandst," aid
held during the good weather nearly life.—Young.
number of Inexperienced vacationists ii really a river fish, although he the marshes along the Birnie road la
make a mistake.
has thrived surprisingly when planted Longmeadow will be the scene of the
A gentleman who has made
the in lakes throughout the middle West “ lowland” work.
trip to Mackinaw for many years cal and can safely be said to flourish
A committee of the members of the
led attention to this phase of
the there no less than in running water. club is in charge of each section of
Pleasure seekers’ luck during
the He grows rapidly. In lakes where he the work. N. T. Smith is cliairnaa
past week.
has been planted the man who fish of the woodland committee; J. S. SI
“ When you go north, as far as, es year after year can easily notice monds heads the uupland committee
Mackinaw or farther, you make the increase in size of the average and Prof. George B. Affleck is lead
the mistake of your life if you neg fish taken in s uccessive
seasons. ing the lowland canvassers. Each
lect to provide yourself with suitable! There is probably a limit to the size committee will cover its territory
clothing. People rush off to the which they attain, but in waters carefully at least three times, about
north with their hags packed with where they have long thrived, 5, 8 a week elapsing between iuapeo
the lightest and breeziest coverings and even 10-pound specimens are by tions.
Among the interesting and
they can get and when they reach no means out of the range of possibil surprising discoveries that the can
their northern destination they findi ity. As a general thing, however, vassers have made is tire presence
it mighty uncomfortable to stir out the smaller walFeyed pike, ranging of two mallard duck nests within
of doors for the greater part of the from IVz to 4 pounds, put up the best three or four miles of Court square.
day. I always insist on the men in fight. An eight-pounder is not in It had not been supposed that the
my party taking their overcoats and frequently sluggish, and after one ducks nested so near.— Springfield
heavy underwear, and the
ladies long run will be brought to gaff rath Republican.
their furs. They find ample use for er as a dead weight than as the
such trappings after they get north.” fiery, hatred-expressing thrasher that
Reparation.
The same gentleman remarked on
“I think, William, I’ll ask those new
the bass remains until the fight is
the difference in the way high tem
hopelessly over.
Nevertheless one people next door to take dinner with
Is famous p ie -c r u s t flour
peratures affect one in Ohio and the
ue tonight.” "What for?” “Well, the
cannot ignore the wall-eyed pike as
butcher, by mistake, left their meat
middle west and in Florida, whence
— makes it tender and light
a game fish, and as a table fish he order here, and it seems only fair."-he had just returned.
While the!
and flaky and p erfectly di
has few superiors.
Baked pike is Life.
thermometer may register every bit
gestible. Just as g o o d for
nuff said where lie is a common vis
as high a temperature in Florida as
bread and cake and biscuits
itor.
in Columbus, and while one m a y
and whatever you are baking.
Both bass and pike are found in
feel very hot in the sunshine, there
A n d the m ostecon om ica l flour
several varieties in fresh water.
is a decided lack of oppression and
Leaving the pickerel out of it, in a
m i l l e d — g i v e s you m ost
discomfort there as compared with
loa v es to the sack.
here and there is nearly always group with the muskellonge and like
specimens, there remain the
wall
Y ou r grocer keeps W illiam
a good breeze.—Sportsman’s Review.
eyed pike and the sand pike. The
T ell. Insist on it next time
sand pike is seldom found around
you order flour.
S T IL L L IK E S T O F IS H
here, but every sandy river in the
c. h . M c K e n z i e t r a d i n g c o ., P h i l l i p s , m a i n e .
West has him in quantities. Unfort
Judge of Probate Nathaniel Hobbs unately, he cannot earn one’s great
he
of North Berwick, nearly 90 years of respect as a fighter, although
Catches by the neck or body in
stead of the feet, killing instantly
fattens
the
day’s
bag
very
comfortab
age,
accompanied
by
Harry
B.
Ayer
without injuring the pelt. A hu
mane feature that is very com 
went out on Sebago lake recently for ly and holds his own when the but
mendable; B E SID E S IT S A V E S
a try at the big salmon that are bit ter and commeal have smeared his
E V E R Y FU R FOR THE T R A P 
P E R . T h e only trap ever con 
Noted For Good Health
The
ing well now.
The judge is an en sides in the old frying pan.
structed with a DOUBLE T R IP
New England folks arc proverbial
A CTIO N , a bait trigger and a foot
thusiastic fisherman and hopes to bass is found in a greater range of
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
ly hale and hearty. Their favorite
There is the rock bass,
have a fight with a large salmon be variety.
ing furs of mink, skunk, " c o o n ” ,
rem edy fo r m ost ills is
etc. There is no escape, the trap
fore
returning
to
his
home.
They
which
resembles
the
fresh
water
per gets every pelt.
“L. F.” Atwood's Medicine
are stopping at the Lakeside cottage, sunfish and punkin seed, and there
fl |MC brings illustrated Guide
U l m L giving the first time in
Many use it as a year-round tonic
North
Sebago.
are
the
large-mouthed
black
bass
and
print the treasured secrets o f the
—prevent sickness by keeping the
wisest old trappers in this country.
Judge Hobbs has been going to the small-mouthed black bass, some
system toned up.
I t’s worthidollars to you.
Lake Sebago annually for many times called the Oswego
bass.
Deblois, Maine:
“ I think the *L. F.’ Atwood’s Medicine
yeafs and seems to take as keen in These latter two are so generally
one graud Medicine. It's worth its weight
in gold, and 1 don’t think I cou ld get along
terest and delight in the sport as similar as to be distinguishable on
without it.”
ever, despite the fact that he will be ly to those who have frequently not
[signed] M rs. A lma T orrOT
Try the big 35c bottle at your
90 years old the 10th of September ed the difference between them,, the
dealers or ask us to mail you
r
the
next.
Judge Hobbs is one of those part of the name referring to
A FREE TRIAL Sample.
TRAPPERS’ SUPPLY GO., ‘ Box W,
OAK PARK, ILL.
"
L
F.”
Medicine
Co.,
Portland,
Me.
mouth,
giving
the
clew
as
to
their
who doesn’t believe in growing old.—
Biddeford Journal.
main differences.
But the reader
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as much as anything to keep fires out
of a mile of the lake’s surface that is
of this section; Matagamon Mt. station
not fished most assiduously.
ouiit; a good camp at the foot of the
While it has been many years since
mountain and a new telephone line to
Indians
were seen in the vicinity of the
Trout Brook Farm.
lake they have nevertheless, left their
Chief Warden T. O. Hill, Topsfield.
marks to show that their hunting
Interesting Facts from R ep o rt of
A new lookout station built in Alex
grounds at one time embraced the for
Growing
In
Popularity
as
One
of
ander
and
one
on
Bailey
Mt.
There
Forest Commissioner V iles.
ests on all sides of the beautiful ex $1,000 Coon Cat Comes Again
have been five miles o f telephone built
the Attractive Summer Re
panse of water, and as a result there
to connect the last named station.
for the[Summer.
From Bulletin No. 1 o f the Depart
are many legends in connection with
hese stations have been properly
sorts
ment of State Lands and Forestry,
the redskin who at one time established
equipped with glasses, maps and all ne
their villages in the vicinity of the lake.
Blaine S. Viles, forest commissioner,
cessary implements for the use of
(Special Correspondence.)
which has been compiled for the year watchmen.
Breathing the romantic atmosphere Any one of the natives will tell one
some
mighty
interesting
taLs
of
the
1913, we copy some o f the interesting
The Birches,
Chief Warden S. F. Peaslee, Upton. resultant from numberless Indian le
desperate struggles of rival bands of
factsMooselookmeguntic Lake,
Telephone extension at Kennebago gends and with surroundings made
Indians over the fishing grounds at the
There are 42 Lookout stations in op
June 25, 1914.
station; telephone line and equipment beautiful by all tht arts of Nature
mouth of the Songo river and when
eration, 15 of these having been estab
there
is
no
more
widely
known
or
more
Summer time has come again at The
for lookout station at Saddleback Mt.
lished the past year.
one is brought face to face with the Birches and the city folks are coming
in I1ranklin county; fire tools sent for popular summer resort in the entire
One hundred seventy-three patrolmen Twp. Letter D, etc.
State of Maine than Sebago Lake and famous Frye’s Leap he will draw a back to the log cabins they love so well,
breath of amazement, involuntarily and all are looking forward to happy
were employed during the season, and
Chief Warden Albert F. Webster, this statement is fully substantiated
71fires were reported by them. When Bingham.
by the thousands of summer visitors take a mental measurement of the days.
steep ugly-looking ledge and then pic
the weather conditions would permit,
Capt. Barker did not open this place
There have been quite a lot of tools who flock to Sebago annually from all
ture the hardy pioneer leaping down for guests until recently.
these men were engaged in the con added in my territory and we are well parts of the country.
struction of telephone lines, lookout supplied.
It has been a comparatively short the 50 or more feet into the wintry
Wm. L. Myers is head man on the
stations, trails, camps, etc.
time
that this beautiful spot has been waters of the lake with a fitting back island and looks after the comfort of all
Chief Warden George W. Coffin, Lee:
ground of disappointed Indians, cheat who come.
Fires which could not be extinguished
A new lookout station with telephone widely known as a resort for summer
by the regular f o r c e , n e c e s s a r y e x t r a installed, has been built on Cobb hill.
tourists, but in the past score of years ed of their human prey, grouped at the
This has always been a favorite spot
top of the bluff. There are many such for bridal couples and Mr. and Mrs*
help was employed.
Chief Warden J. L. Chapman, Milo: it is estimated that 81,000,000 has been
The area of the Maine Forestry Dis- | A station built upon Boarstone Mt., expended by private individuals in sum stories and they have never lost their Robert C .. Benchley of Cambridge,
trict is about 9,467,773 acres and area Elliottsville; about two miles of wire mer homes on the shores of the lake. interest still cherished by the old time Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. J. George
Newhall of Philadelphia, Penn., a f^ r
of forests outside the district is about was used upon this line constructing a Where 20 years ago stood a few fishing fishermen.
Among the better known show places
tne June wedding ^came directly here
4,824,125 acres.
Outside the district metallic circuit or using a two-wire line. camps, used for the greater part in the
of the lake so far as summer homes are
to pass their honeymoon days in a log
incomplete returns give 102 fires with We built a small camp on top of the spring fishing season, there now stands
concerned are Verrill’s on the Standish
cabin, and plan to be among the annual
cottages and camps, ranging in value
an estimated area burned of 20,857 mountain.
shore, Potts’ at Standish Neck and
acres and loss of $148,265. These fig
Chief Warden H. B. Buck, Bangor: from a few hundred dollars to many Frye’s Island, Blakeley’s on Raymond comers in the future.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Gardiner of Bos
ures show a comparison o f the efficien- *1 Soper Mt. repaired; a new camp built thousands. In fact, it is not generally Cape, Champlin’s at White’s Bridge,
cy of the two systems.
at Depot Mt. A fire warden’s camp at known even among people who reside Bispham’s at Songo and Sally Fisher’s ton, who for nearly 20 years have
spent the good old summer time in El
^ Improvements made as mentioned in ' Castonia Settlement 16 R. 12. A new within a few miles of Sebago that on at the mouth of the river.
Falaro Camp were the first to arrive and
reports of chief wardens were as fol- |telephone line from St. Francis to the its shores are estates, used for summer
The lake has become a great vacation
later they will be joined by their sons.
purposes
only
whose
values
are
estima
lows:
mouth o f the Little Black river, 16, R .;
resort _for actors
and actresses
SSMrs. A. F. Morrill and daughter, Miss
Chief Warden A. K. Ames, Machias: repaired telephone line in Eagle Lake ted at more than the $50,000 mark.
I and the banks of the Songo have af Alice Morrill of New York City are in
From the early spring with the going
During the season a watch tower section.
forded many a pleasant day’s outing Camp Kilkare to remain until the close
out
of
the
ice,
people
from
all
parts
of
has been constructed on Tug M t., which
These different reports show about 77
for actor folks during the past few
covers the heart of the Machias river; miles o f telephone lines constructed the country journey to Sebago and if years. Among the better known ones of the season.
In Camp Hiawatha a Boston bridal
one
loves
the
beauties
of
the
out
door,
about three miles of telephone line has during the season. All lookout stations
who have made this their summer head- couple, Mr. and Mrs. George W. Gray,
and
he
comes
to
Maine,
Sebago
Lake
been constructed from the Bacon place erected were equipped with maps,
quarters are Sally Fisher with her hus are spending ten days.
is usually his objective point. While
to this tower.
glasses, alidade, compasses, etc.
band, Arthur Houghton, * the ~well
One of the most delightful families
Chief Warden Frank N. McElroy,
Chief wardens were appointed for the hotels and public houses are not known manager, and their family, Bobwho come here for an extended stay ar
the
huge,
impressive,
structures
to
be
Patten:
the territory along the right of way of
by North, erstwhile star of the Hanky rived last evening, Mr. and Mrs. EdThree tool boxes built and a good lot the railroads. These men were paid by found in the so called popular summer Panky Company, Ross Snow, formerly
wardj L. Morse and daughter, Miss
resort,
what
is
lost
in
size
is
easily
of tools furnished.
the department and the state was re
with the Mutt and Jeff Company, Clara Morse of Stockbridge, Mass.,
made
up
in
comfort
and
“
hominess”
Chief Warden Forrest H. Colby, imbursed by the roads. Under the di
Mclntire, the Englishman who created who are today busy unpacking[and put
and no one has erer been heard to rail
Bingham:
rection of these chief wardens, patrols,
such an impression as a member of the ting Camp Bide-a-wee in order. They
The telephone lines have been greatly fire trains, etc., were maintained and at the service offered by Sebago’s ac original Man From Home Company, brought with them “ Michael” the
commodating hostelries.
improved and in many instances recon expense paid by the railroads.
Larry Wheat, formerly of the 45 Min most valuable cat that ever came to
Combined with the serene beauty of
structed. There has been a new camp
utes From Broadway Company, Louis these lakes for an outing. Michael is
Under an agreement with the United
the laxe itself and furnisning a per
built on Attean Mt., new tool boxes States Forest Service the state has re
Epstein, the New York manager, and a handsome and huge $1000 coon cat,
fect background'for the island-studded
hosts of others.
placed in several sections, and all the ceived $8,113.67, which amount was
who remembers his friends and is per
waters is the varied shore line. Here
The ease with which one can reach fectly contented and seems proud of
confined to the salaries of lookout
old boxes properly filled with tools.
the white sand of a beach gently
Sebago Lake and the natural advant the attention received.
Chief Warden George G. Nichols, watchmen on co-operative watersheds.
shelves away from the shore to the
ages afforded there make this an ideal
Jackman:
The flock of hens have recently lost
deep waters of midlake, there a rug
resort and its worth is becoming better some of their number, and the men de
A new telephone line installed from
ged bluff ascenrs] abruptly from the known each year.
Heald pond to the County road, a dis
cided to set a trap and catch the hen
very edge of thei water, all uniting in
An attractive feature in connection thief. The next morning they found
tance of about three miles, and one new .
forming a beauty unsurpassed and with Sebago Lake is the fact that in
box at Boundary Bald Mt. lookout sta- j
creating an impression never to be for addition to the beauties the lake itself the trap had 'gone.? Then they com
tion. A new lookout station was built
menced to hunt in the woods near by.
gotten.
possesses it is within easy distance and
on Attean Mt. and one and one-fourth
As a resort for fisherfolk Sebago on a direct line with other resorts. Judge of their surprise to hear the rattle
miles of telephone to connect same, a
The latest gift to the State museum had been known, and well known, for The magnificent White Mountain re of the trap as a big owl flew from a
new box for same; and five new tool
was a magnificent specimen of a togue many years. The catches of red spots, sorts are easily reached by train and nearby tree, but hereafter he will sit
boxes distributed as follows: Two at
quietly on the shelf for Billy is a good
or lake trout, presented by S. L. Cros salmon and other denizens of fresh the resorts of Long Pond, Bridgton,
Soldiertown, one at Brassau, one at
shot and a stuffed owl can’t rob a hen
waters
at
Sebago
have
been
heralded
in
by I& Co. of Bangor, taxidermists.
Naples and other points to the north roost.
Churchill, one at Spencer; also a canoe
The fish, which tipped the scales at all parts of the country and the news are within reach by steamer. —Sunday
has been added to the service.
The laundry is again in charge of Mr.
j 26 pounds and measured 39 inches in of the outgoing of the ice in the spring, Telegram.
Chief Warden George E. Hathaway,
and Mrs. William) Bro'wn of Auburn
I length, Was caught in one of the large which precedes the fishing season but
who have been here for several years.
Jacksonville:
j briefly, is as anxiously awaited as are
i lakes of northern Maine.
The change of time' giving two daily
A lookout station built at Cooper
the results of the primaries.
F O U N D A STU R G EO N
mails ^and express, with parlor car ac
| and one-half mile telephone to connect it
- On every shore of the lake, from
commodations on all the trains is most
with’ New England Telephone Company. G A M E
E X C IT IN G Sticky River to Chadbourne Bay, are
W A R D E N ’S
pleasing to the traveling public.
A good trail has been cleared along the
M O O SE.
F IG H T W IT H B U L L
When
Capt.
Henry
Gallagher
of
the
groups of handsome cottages and
From now until the July days each
; line; new and sufficient tools have been
camps and the total in numbers must staunch little log towing steamer Con
! boat will bring those who come to make
added.
ners
went
aboard
the
steamer
as
she
Robert Low, one o f the game war reach nearly to 500. This represents
9 Chief Warden L. P. Barney, Skinner: dens for York county. N. B., whose an outlay of close to $1,000,000. These was lying at her boom above the a long stay, and soon the cabins will all
! New line of telephone from Hollings- home is at Kingsclear, and who has I summer homes are grouped from bridges in the Penobscot river, Thurs be occupied and this as usual in the sea
< .worth & Whitney Company’s camps on hunting and fishing groui ds on the Sticky river, on the west shore through day morning of last week, he received son is a busy place and one of the most
desirable for parties who enjoy log cab
B Twp. 6, R. 7, to top of Tumbledown Pokiok stream, had an exciting fight Great Heath, Dundy Meadow, Long the surprise of his life.
in
life with all the comforts of home.
On
one
side
of
the
steamer
swung
Mt.
with a big bull moose near Pokiok a Point, Smooth Ledge Point Heath,
Chief Warden A. B. Haynes, Nor- few days ago.
the
boom,
while
on
the
other
side
was
Wards Beach, Long Beach, Nor’ west
cross.
When Mr. Low reached the scene of River, North Sebago, Muddy River, moored the large flat boat used for
ANGLERS M ET
Thirty miles o f telephone built; 12 the encounter his attention was at Naples, Songo, South Casco, Sandy bringing extra coal out to the tow
new telephone boxes; three lookout tracted by seeing an elderly squaw Beach, Raymond Cape, Frye’s Island, boat at such times as the tides forbade
stations built. Doubletop, Katahdin and starting off with a wicked look in her Indian Island, Jordan's River, White’s recourse to the docks. Over bow and
At a meeting of the Cumberland
stern are built sort of canopies or
Joe Mary.
eye and an axe over her shoulder. In Bridge and Chadbourne’s Bay.
County Angling Association which took
Chief Warden George G. Hathorne, a few minutes Mr. Low found a big
Probably the first bonafide sporting decks, with plenty of opening amid place recently at the Falmouth hotel,
Chesuncook:
bull moose had been caught in the fence camp was the Sokokis Camp, built 25 ships through which to handle the coal. secretary George C, Orr reported that
As Capt. Gallagher stepped on the salmon fry would be placed in Sebago
A telephone line from Grant Farm to along the right of way o f the St. John years ago at Sanborns Point. This
the top o f Spencer Mt., a distance of Valley railway, and evidently the camp has been called the pioneer of the Conners and walked along her deck, he lake this week, beginning today, from
seven and one-half miles; and some squaw was as interested in the oppor so-called sporting camps and has al discovered a great thrashing in the the Raymond hatcheries and following
tools added.
The first coal light. Investigation revealed a out the suggestion 25,000 will be depos
tunity for procuring some fresh moose ways been very popular.
Chief Warden Guy Ordway, Patten: meat as she was in saving either the house on record where visitors were big sturgeon, which had attempted to ited on the east shore and a like amount
Supplies and equipment added helped animal or the fence.
Mr. Low took received is the Kennard house at jump over the boat and steamer, but on the west shore. The advisability
charge o f the situation and after con White’s Bridge and this is still in exist the gasoline engine giving out, it had of holding a field day was discussed
siderable difficulty, succeeded in disen ence and is as popular with the summer dropped into the open boat and lay but no definite action was taken.
M A PS O F M A IN E
tangling Mr. Moose, who had got his visitors and spring fishermen as ever. there, flopping vigorously but unable
RESORTS A N D R O A D S fetet all mixed up in the wire fence. The Hawthorne, built some time after to throw itself out between the ends,
More Im portant.
which hampered its freedom. The fish
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries His Majesty o f the Forest did not ap the Sokokis, on the bank of Nor’ west
He—“Darling,
refuse me, and I shall
for maps of the fishing regions of the preciate the situation which had arisen River as a private cottage is occupied was at once dispatched and proved to never love another girl!7 She (brisk
weigh
250
pounds,
being
seven
feet
state, etc. W e can furnish the follow  altogether, and as soon as he round annually.
ly);—“What I want is a man who ’will
ing maps:
It was many years before visiting long from nose to end of tail.
promise me that if D accept him.’'—
himself
free,
he
put
his
head
down
and
Franklin County
$ .50
This makes the superstitious think Judge.
fishermen
from
other
states
discovered
made
a
mad
dash
at
Mr.
Low,
who
was
Somerset County
.50
there is a good luck attachment to the
Oxford County
.50 more or less bruised and injured from Sebago Lake as a fishing pond. How
Piscataquis County
.50 the blows which he received from the ever, local people from the towns sur name of Conners. Years ago, before
Aroostook County
.50 animal’s feet and antlers. Finally Mr. rounding the lake and from the neigh the Bangor dam was built, one of this
Washington County
_
-50
famous family of log rafters was go
Outing map o f Maine,20x35 in
1.00 Low took refuge in a big bunch of boring cities and towns have fished in ing up over Treat’s Falls, as the pitch
~ -'/H u h rica tes properly the sensitive mechanism.
Geological map o f Maine
.85 brush, and some Indians, who were at Sebago lake since time immemorial.
/W ith perfect action the reel never fails at a<
critical moment. “ 3 in One " wont gum , dry (
R, R. map o f Maine
.35 tracted by the commotion, chased the Before the establishment of the sport used to be known before the dam was
out, contains no acid. “ 3 in O n e” prevents
built,
when
a
big
sea
salmon
leaped
Androscoggin County
-35 big animal away.
ing camps and hotels these parties
rust on every part, add
.35
ing years to the life, and
into the batteau. Mr. Conners prompt
Cumberland County
would
find
their
shelter
in
tent
aad
brightness to the beauty .
.50
Hancock County
ly
fell
on
the
fish
and
succeeded
in
o f even the finest. Good <
lean-to and provide themselves with
.35
for the rod too—preserves
Kennebec County
M o t io n
Retarded.
holding it despite its struggles.
the wood, promoting plia
.35
food
from
the
near-by
farm
houses.
Knox County
bility—protects the metal.
Intoxicated Party— “OfTcir, will you
/A T I
Good for fisher also—the
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35 be kind nuff to blindfold hie so Fcan’t So good was the fishing at the eastern
1 I I I j
d e l i c a t e , pleasant odor I
Penobscot County
-50
keeps
off mosquitos.
end
of
the
lake
that
apparently
the
Fis+i Rabid In Germany.
.3b see those ‘Stop, look' and listen’ signs
Try It. All dealers. Trial bottle sent free.
Waldo County
thought of invading the western end. ! Over in Germany* fish are reported
on'the
telegraph
poles?
It’s
taken
me
Write to
.35
York County
THREE IN ONE O IL CO.
half-an hour to walk two blockS tryin’ nearer the station, never occurred to to have hydrophobia,vovhile here it's
lZtjNew St.
New Ifork City
J. W B R A C K E T T C O .,
to co-operate in this safety business. the old timers. At the present time it hard, to get^them to bite.—Pittsburgh
— Buffalo Express.
is safe to say that there isn’t an eighth Gazette-Times.
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Lake Parlin House and Camps
A re delightfully situated on shore o f Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best o f fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences. such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain climbing automoBiling. etc.
H. P. M cKEN N EY, P ro p rie to r.

Write for booklet.

Harnden

Lad

Pleasant

H a s'

A ccident-

Family

Gath

ering—Ladies’ Aid En
tertained by Miss
Soule.

Jackm an, Maine

(Special

COME TO OTTER POND

Selden Hinkley is entertaining his '
brother, John Hinkley, of Massachu
setts.
Mr. and Mrs. Nate Ellis and son,
Thayer, returned Monday night from
an automobile trip to Portland. They
were accompanied by Miss Kathleen J.
Dyer and Miss Faye Ellis who have
been at Passaic, N. J., for the past
year.
While riding horseback last Saturday
evening Constantine, the youngest son
of Charles L. Harnden, was thrown
from his horse and injured. In some
unaccountable way the horse became
startled while near the light station and
starting quickly unseated young Harn
den. His foot caught in the stirrup
and he was dragged several yards,
scratching his face and ear badly and
bruising his left eye. Drs. Ross and
Colby were called and made the suffer
er as comfortable as possible.
No
bones were broken and it is hoped no
serious injury may result.
Mr. Buck, clerk at the Rangeley
Lake House, assisted with the music at
church Sunday morning, which was
much enjoyed., Mr. Buck is a student
at the Conservatory of Music and has a
fine tenor voice.
H. O. Huntoon has sold his house at
the corner of School and Allen streets
to B. E. Cory.
Plans for the safe and sane Fourth
under the auspices of the Men’s Im
provement league are rapidly near
ing completion. The place appointed
for the clam bake and events is Ross’
cove.
Motor boats will convey all
wishing to go for the sum of 10c per
trip. Among the interesting stunts
are scheduled: Log race, canoe race,
rowboat race, Boy Scouts water boiling
contest, potato race, ball game—Fat
Men vs. Lean Men, bag race, three-leg
ged race, canoe tilting contest. Prizes
will be awarded the winners also for
the best decorated boat. All attending
are requested to leave fireworks at
home. Clams will be provided free of
charge. A general t invitation is ex
tended to townspeople and summer
guests. This is the first celebration of
the kind to be held in Rangeley and
the men are doing their best to make it
a success. Judging from the whole
hearted manner in which all are join
ing in the plans, success is assured in
advance. “ Co-operate with us in the
movement,” is the cry.

Correspondence.)

Rangeley, June 30.
Peter Nicolar and his brother, Mitch
And get the best large Trout and Salmon fishing in the state ell, have arrived and are opening their
store for the summer trade. Mrs. Ni
through May and June. For particulars write
colar, who is detained by other busi
George H. McKenney, Prop.,
Caratunk, Maine.
ness, will arrive the latter part of July.
Carpenters J^are making frepairs on
the buildings belonging to Sylvader
Hinkley.
Opened when the ice is out. One of the best places in Maine for real
Miss Jane Edwards, who has been
^og Cabin Life, any time of the season. Good clean beds, board and boats. teaching the past year at Clearfield,
Penn., was a recent guest at O. R.
Write for booklets to
H. W. MAXFIELD, Prop., Rowe Pond, Maine. Rowe’s. She left Monday for FairPIERCE POND CAMPS. Salmon weighing up field and Brunswick where she will
to 14 lbs. and trout up to 8 lbs. caught in Pierce spend the summer vacation with rela
Pond in 1913. Best of fly fishing in small ponds.
tives.
Send for circular and reference.
RANGELEY, MAINE
C. A . SPAULDING, Caratunk. Maine.
Dean Nile is driving a new Ford
The Garry Pond Gamps
automobile.
Mrs. Elmira Ross, after making an
will open -May 10, 1914. Good trout
extended visit with relatives in town,
fishing and good accommodations.
F I S H I N G
returned home Monday.
Send for Booklet.
AT
Mrs. D. E. Hinkley has returned
HENRY J. LANE, Prop.,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me. from Dixfield after a visit of several
at Spring Lake
weeks.
“ Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
Mr. and Mrs. George Mosher of
are most charmingly situated on the shores o f
COTTAGE TO RENT
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
Farmington are in town for the sum
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
For the Season of 1914
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
mer, Mr. Mosher being employed on
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
On the east shore of Rangeley Lake. the Oquossoc.
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring One of the best log cottages on the
Harry W. Soule of Buxton is in
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. lake and in ideal location.
Completely
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family furnished, running water, baths and town.
summer resort. Telephone communications with
The Tavern and annex are receiving
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms everything in first-class condition. We
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
have several other very desirable Sum a new coat of paint.
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
mer cottages on and near Rangeley
Mrs. Etta Dill spent the week end
Lake, fully furnished and at reason
with
relatives and friends at Middle
able
prices.
SAD D LE BA C K L A K E CAM PS.
In the
Dam.
Rangeley R egion. Booklet.
Furbish
&
Herrick.
Hemon S. Blackwell. Dallas. Maine
Miss Ruth Webster, who recently
Insurance and Real Estate,
Rangeley,
Maine.
graduated from the Farmington State
JIM POND G A M P S
Normal school, is spending the summer
IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
Good fishing. Three miles buckboard
On Rangeley Lake.
Webster.
road. Telephone! Daily Mail. Write T horoughly modern. On direct automobile
Mrs. C. M. Cushman and sons, Gor
route. Tavern all year. Lake View HSuse
for booklet.
July 1 to Oct.
don
and Malcolm, are enjoying an out
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Beat fishing and hunting. Booklets.
ing at Grant’s Camps.
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.
Raugeley, Maine.
Mrs. Robert Welch and child are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Dill.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer W. Voter and
SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
EUSTIS
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Horeyseck are oc
Best o f Fly Fishing for Square Tail Trout.
Also Trolling and Deep Water Fishing for large cupying the Willie Tibbetts house for
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r. Togue. Private log Cabins neatly furnished for the summer.
each party. Best of table vegetables, milk,
cream and poultry products from Camp Farm.
Mrs. Will Ellis of, Chesterville is vis
June 29.
Portland,
Maine
Send for Booklet
W. H- BEAN, Proprietor,
iting her daughters, Mrs. Vern PillsThere was a frost here Saturday
Gerard, Somerset County, Maine.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
bury and Mrs. Frank Huntoon.
night. June 27 and it hurt a number
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport s
Mrs. Bedford Corey and daughter |of gardens.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
are spending a few weeks at Upton.
Rudolph Dyer of Lang town visit
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
Mrs. E. C. Stuart of Andover is the ed .his brother, Warren Dyer last
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
guest of Miss Armonia Loomis.
i Sunday.
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
By the generous invitation of Miss
'
June
29.
American plan. Send for circular.
Miss Mae Braddock lias returned to
Mrs. Abbie Marden has returned Sarah M. Soule the Ladies’ Aid and ! her liome in Megan tic after visiting
members of the Sunday school to the
Camps at Long from Harpswell where she has been
number of 65, enjoyed a pleasant day Annie Smart several days.
visiting
her
son,
Frank
and
family.
- Pond.
Ma n y
Hartley Ranger and his two little]
Prof. J. A. Russell and George at the cottage. The party were con
out-lying ponds,
girls have come out from
Big]
veyed
by
automobile
and
motor
boats
Mull of Boston have come to Russell's
S. C. HARDEN,
Write
Island.
and
the
time
passed
all
too
quickly
with
Rangeley, Maine Mills to make their home for the fut games, sports and conversation. A
George Day has gone to King and
ure.
j Bartlett to work again.
fine
picnic
dinner
was
enjoyed
and
all
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
O. L. Brooks of Kingfield visited
Mrs. John Moody and children re-i
AND LOG CAMPS.
voted Miss Soule a capital hostess.
of
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing region. at J. C. Leadbetter’s the first
D. E. Lamb met with rather 'a pain cently visited her sister, Mrs. Leon!
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
the week.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
ful accident recently which he does not Wyman.
Lizzie Pennock is at Starks visit care to repeat, immediately.
Mrs. Joe Arsenault of Stratton vis
While
DEAD R IV E R REGION
ing in the family of her uncle, Aar shoeing a mule, the animal crowded ited her son Warren Dyer recently.
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every on Marden.
Eddison Sylvester Is running the
him up against the anvil so violently as
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
L. A. Nickerson has returned from to break several ribs on the left side. Stanley steamer here that takes the
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
Dr. A. M. Ross was called and the pa passengers from here to Bigelow.
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. a business trip to North Franklin.
Arthur Thompson and family were tient was made as comfortable as pos Guy Sedgeley who has been running
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
it has gone to Bigelow to be station;
at Tom Chase’s in Wilton last week. sible.
Miss Emma Russell returned home agent again.
OUANAN1CHE LODGE.
Mrs. L. H. Dill has returned from
Grand L ake Stream , W a sh in g ton Co.. Me.
F. E. Tainter and agent, A. E. Per
W orld wide known for its famous fishing, an enjoyable visit with her relatives from Houlton Monday night to spend
vacation and hunting country.
the summer with her parents. She ry of Lewiston were in town one
in
Stratton,
Flagstaff,
Coplin
and
N o rw a y Pines House and Camps. Dohsis Lake
made the trip from Houlton to Phillips ! day the past week to exchange Mrs.
Most attractive situation in Maine. Good Kingfield.
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
Mrs. J. C. Leadbetter
and
son, by automobile, coming with Mr. and George Douglass’ piano for a Mcmachines. From there one can take steamer to
any part of the lake territory. The best hunt
Mrs. Edward Greenwood, concluding Phail piano.
fn g, fishing and vacation section o f beautifu Ernest called at W. C. Upham’s the
the latter part of the journey by train.
Mr. Trask of Wilton was in town
Washington Co. Address for particulars W . G. first of the week.
R OSE. Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
H.
A. Furbish was a business caller
one day the past week doing optical
Mr. Lynn Dill will take an auto
April 1st.
work.
trip to Phillips this week where he in Farmington Tjesday afternoon.
RANGELEY LAKES
Mrs. Jane G. Tibbetts of Brockton,
Mrs. Francis Williamson has fin
a few days with his
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. W rite will spend
fo r free circular.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Mass., is the guest of her son, M. D. ished working at The Sargent and
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis, Maine.
Tibbetts.
returned to her home at Wilton. Mrs.
Dill.
Mrs.
Ernest
Hunt
and
daughter
of
Mahlon
Sampson of Flagstaff is tak
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
E. L. Merchant’s family accompan
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
Lynn, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Eugene ing her place.
hsning begins about June 1. Send fo r circular. ied by Miss Bettie Marden and Fred
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO., Young of Wilton have returned from Soule.
Upper Dam, Maine.
an outing at Carrabasset bringing! Mrs. Emery Haley was the guest of
MADRID
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
home with them a handsome string o relatives in Strong the latter part of
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
the
week.
England. Best black bass fishing in the world, fish.
A pleasant family gathering met at
best trout fishing in Maine.
Mr. J. w . Moody and daughter,,
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
June 30.
Hilda go to Madison this week for the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. L. KempThe long looked for rain has come
ton recently. Those present were Mr.
CHASE POWD CAMPS. Now is the a few days’ visit.
the
ticae to plan your 1914 outing. Why
The people of Russell’s Mills will and Mrs. L. J. Kemp ton, Mr. and Mrs. and will make a difference in
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
grass and other crops.
George
Kempton,
William
Kempton,
Camps reached same day from Boston. celebrate the glorious Fourth at Yar- Mr. and Mrs, Frank Kempton, Miss
Elmon and Harry Berry and wife
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing, num’s pond.
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
The extension of the Farmington Irene Kempton, Mr. and Mrs. H. B. are visiting at J. C. Wells’.
No meeting at Reed’s Mill church
Raies reasonable. Write for booklet.
water pipe is laid as far as the J . McCard, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Richard
flU i GHADOIJRNE, Prop.,
Bingham, Maine
son and Mrs. William Cording. Mrs. last Sunday as it looked in the morn
C. Leadbetter farm at this writing.
Richardson is a sister to the Kempton ing,, like a rainy day.
brothers and Mrs. Cording is a niece.
Mrs. Gladys Tyler has returned
Modern Euphemism.
On Cusuptic Lake—Fishing unexcelled
The
latter
left
for
their
respective
home
from Sumner Beal’s
where
Another
reason
why
we
like
mod
—Best of hunting—Special rates for
she had been with her husband for
June, September, October and Novem em times is because the woman who homes Monday.
has to put three guests in her spare
ber—Write for Booklet.
Mrs. William Albee of Strong spent two weeks.
room calls It a house partjr.—Galves several days recently with Mrs. George
Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Mrs. Sylvina Wells, who will be a
Pleasant Island,
Maine. ton News.
Webster.
centenarian September 6 is very ill.

R O W E POND CAMPS

YORK

CAIWIPS,

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.

John <2arville’s (Samps

W ES T EUD
HOTEL

RUSSELL’S MILLS

FISHING

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

CARE OF THE MAGNETO
M E A N S M U C H IN O PERATION AND
L IF E OF CAR.

Subject T h a t Should Be Studied by
D riv er W ho Desires Best Results
From His Machine.

Adjustment of the breaker on the
magneto is quite essential to the good
running of a motor, but this is not so
easily performed or understood, and
will require a little study of the prin
ciples and operation of the particular
magneto used. Here a complete book
of instruction may be had for the ask
ing, and the representative of the
magneto manufacturer will be only
too pleased to explain all its working
parts, for he desires a satisfied cus
tomer and he knows intelligence will
•bring this about.
The maker of a
magneto always furnishes with each,
instrument a little combination affair,
which is a wrench and a gauge, so
that the former may be used to set up
the little adjusting nuts and the gauge
may be used to determine the extent
to which the points should separate.
The magneto should be cleaned of all
accumulated oil and dirt, for other
wise the current may be diverted and
every bit should find its way to the
spark plug to give efficiency in Igni
tion. When the process of cleaning
and adjustment is going on, the plati-

Breaker box and Adjusting Parts on
Magneto.
A— Platinum Points.
B— Adjusting Nuts.
C— Cams to Operate Breaker.

num points should
be carefully
cleaned
and particular attention
should be given to having them flat,
so there will be a large contact sur
face.
Kerosene for Autos.

During next October a series of in
teresting tests will be held in Paris
under the auspices of the Automobile
club of France, with the object of
stimulating the use of kerosene as a
fuel particularly for automobiles.
Prizes amounting to $12,500 are of
fered, the first of which may be $10,000. The test is not a carburetor test,
but is designed to demonstrate the ef
ficiency, fuel consumption and other
points of four-cylinder engines of the
automobile type, fating between twen
ty and thirty horsepower. The French
automobile industry generally has
great hopes of the future of kerosene
as a fuel for automobiles, and it is ex
pected that this test, which is attract
ing contestants from all over the
world, may develop some interesting
results.
-*
Motors#Save M illions.

\ >

Automobile equipment Vill enable
the fire department of New York to
save more than $1,300,000 this year
over last, and this in spite of the fact
that fifteen new fire hohses are to be
opened and several hundred additional
firemen employed. Fire Commissioner
Johnson stated recently that he had
asked for a budget totaling $9,936,399.46 for 1914, as against $11,299,157.40 last year. Johnson credits the
extensive motorization of the depart
ment with a large part of the saving.
Next year the department will be even
more completely motorized, there be
ing 187 fewer horses. In the new budg
et is included a request for twenty
motors, twelve being tractors for
steam fire engines, to cost $45,000, and
eight motor tenders, to cost $34,000.
Peening Instead of Grinding Valves.

By way of eliminating waste of time
and the great amount of labor involved
in grinding poppet valves to a proper
seat, an American company recently
has adopted the somewhat novel ex
pedient of peening them to their seats.
For the purpose a special type of hard
valve is used. It is first accurately
reamed, as is the seat, after which It
is struck a number of rapid, fairly
light blows with a compressed air
hammer. The resultant seat is said to
afford a better fit than obtained by
grinding and to resist leaks and cor
rosion longer and the whole operation
can be completed In from twenty to
thirty seconds—a material saving of
time over even the best previous
methods.
- J*.
IT
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STRONG PLAYS
KINGFIELD
Several Arrive to Spend the Sum
mer In Town
Strong, June 30.—Mr. and Mrs. N.
H. Ellis, son Thayer, and daughter
June, of Rangeley were recent guests
»tW. A. Bradford’ s.
Misses Freda and Faye Mitchell have
gone to Southport to work during the
summer.
Mrs. Florence Jackson has returned
to Auburn after visiting her daughter,
Mrs. A. C. Robbins for a few weeks.
Mitchell True o f Beverly, Mass., is
visiting his sister, Mrs. Olive Dodge
also calling on his many friends, all o f
whom are glad to see him.
Chester Leighton went to Phillips
Saturday night and had charge o f the
picture show. He was accompanied
by Holman Daggett, Misses Marion
Preeson and Charlotte Burns.
||Mrs. William Blahdmg has returned
to her home at Farmington Falls, a f
ter visiting her daughter, Mrs. Dan
Leighton.
E8ca Mains and Carroll Rounds re
cently returned from a few days’ fish
ing trip through the Dead River region.
Mrs. Mae Kellogg is in Phillips nurs
ing in the family o f George Bangs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Atwood o f Oak
land came in their automobile the first
of the week and visited her mother,
Mrs. Sumner Lovejoy, also visited
other relatives.
Miss Evangeline Lovejoy visited rela
tives in town recently.
Mias Florence Luce and Niel Luce
visited relatives in New Vineyard Sun
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar McPhail and
children, Mrs. Myron Witherell and
Miss Nellie Witherell took an automo
bile trip to Farmington, Friday, in Mr.
McPhail’s new auto.
Mrs. George Porter and son, Rich
ard, arrived last week, from Johns
town, New York, to spend the summer
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Presson.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

Dingley of

C. V. Starbird has his new engine

is visiting relatives in town for a few
Strong town team played here Satur days.
day afternoon against Kingfield town
D. E. Leighton was in Farmington
team with a victory 12 to 0.
Tuesday afternoon on business. He
Miss Nellie Witherell has gone to was accompanied by his son, Maurice,
W est Farmington to work for Mrs. who was on his way to Farmington
Ellie O. Dingley.
Falls to spend the summer with his
Misses Sara Will, Bessie and Carrie grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Lee o f Brunswick arrived in town last Blanding.
L. A. Worthley o f Phillips was a
week to spend the summer at Miss
business caller in town Tuesday.
W ill’s summer home.
Charles E. Richards was in Dexter
Esca A . Mains, who has spent the
past two weeks in town, returned to last week on business.
C. B. Moody of Farmington has been
his studies at Orono Monday morning.
Mrs. E. P. Turner, Misses Julia la- in town the past week, doing plumbing
may and Helena Christie o f New Vine for F. E. Glover and Mrs. Olive Dodge.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chandler spent a
yard, accompanied Rev. and Mrs. Colby
o f Scarboro here Sunday in Mrs. Tur few days recently with relatives in
Phillips.
ner s automobile. Mr. Colby has sup
Mrs. George Porter of Auburn is the
plied the Congregational church the
past three Sundays in the absence of guest of her brother, J. Elford Wins
low and family.
Rev. T. B. Bitier, who has gone
Hammond Richardson has recently
abroad. Mr. Colby was much enjoyed
purchased a new Metz automobile.
by the people here.
M. A. Will, Mr. and Mrs. D. E.
Miss Ada Smith has gone to Belgrade
Leighton and sons, Chester and
to do table work this summer.
Maurice and Mrs. William Blanding
Mrs. Ellen Kilkenney has been ill the
took an automobile trip to Farmington
past week suffering from rheuma
Falls Sunday afternoon in Mr. Will’s
tism.
Overland auto.
Mrs. Frank Hodgman of Kingfield
Miss Frankie Keen goes to Phillips
visited friends in town last week.
each week where she has a large class
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Butler spent
in instrumental music.
Sunday in town, the guests of her
Mrs. Henry Mitchell has recently
mother, Mrs. Etta True.
visited relatives and friends in Lewis
Bert Wells and friend from Readton.
field were in town on business a few
days last week.
Rev. W . P. Holman preached an ex
EAST WELD
cellent sermon Sunday morning, from
St. Luke 19-10.
June 29.
The Ladies’ Aid will meet this week
Ellie and Guy Sampson o f Canton,
at the home o f Mrs. Clara Smith.
former residents of Weld, called on
P. W. Mason started Mondry after
friends in town last week.
noon to Portland on a five weeks’ busi
There was a mistake in one of the
ness trip.
items last week; instead of Mr. and
Charles Brown o f Kingfield is visit Mrs. Ledric Judkins being the guest of
ing
his daughter,
Mrs. Charles Charles Sanborn, it was just Mr. Jud
Richards.
kins as he is not a married man.
L ife

PREBLE’S
FIREWORKS
Will Help Young America Cele
brate the 4th in Phillips.
We have laid in a tremendous stock o f fireworks for
the 4th o f July. I n this assortment are all the old time
noise making favorites and the goods for the evening*
All new stack.
Here are a few prices: firecrackers, 1, 5 and 10 cents
per package; punk, two fo r 1 cent; cannon crackers, 3 for
5 cents; parachute rockets, 25 cents; flower pots, 10 cents,
rocket candles, 2 fo r 10 cents; the wonderful golden foun
tain, very beautiful, $1.00; penny fireworks in great num
bers; sparklets, 10 cents a dozen.
Snakes, lawn lights, all colors, torches, 5 cents; Etna
fountains, 5 cents; grasshoppers, 1 cent each; balloons,
10 cents up to 25 cents; masks, 5 and 10 cents; horns, 5
and 10 cents; torpedoes, 1 to 5 cents; flags, 1 to 50 cents.
A G reat B argain in a Silk Flag a t $1.25.
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eat Farmington are spending a few
room nearly completed and expects to
weeks in a cottage on Taylor Hill. They
start his mill in a few days.
called on friends in the village one day
Mrs. Ellen Richards of Farmington
recently.

The poet’ s exclam ation: “ O L ife ! I feel thee
bounding in my veins,” ia a joyous ope. Persons
that can rarely or never make it. in honesty po
themselves, are am ong the most unfortunate.
They do not live but exist; fo r to live implies more
than to be. To live is to be well and stron g—to arise feeling equal to the ordinary duties o f the
day. and to retire not overcom e by them—to feel
life bounding in the veins. A medicine that has
made thousands o f people, men and women, well
There is Healing in Foley Kidney Pills
and strong, has accomplished a great work, be
Yon need a m ighty good m edicine if once your stow ing the richest blessings, and that medicine
kidney* ari exhausted b y n eglect and overw ork, is Hood’ s Sarsaparilla. The weak, run-down, or
and you hate g o t it in Foley Kidney Pills. Their debilitated, from any cause, should not fail to
action ia prom pt, healing and tonic. Sound take it. It builds up the whole system,changes exhealth and sound kidneys follow their use. Try stence into life, and makes life more abounding.
them.
W e are glad to say these words in its favor to the
readers o f our colum ns.
R. H. P r e b l e .

R . R
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Maine

TEMPLE
June 29.
Mrs. Olive Russell has returned from
a two weeks’ visit with her daughter,
Bertha at Farmington.
Mrs. A. L. Sampson has returned to
their farm, and Miss Alice Conant is
with her.
Mr. Conant will return
soon.
David Wilber of New Sharon is visit
ing his sister, Mrs. Olive Russell.
Frank and Lillian Blodgett are at
home for a four weeks’ vacation.
SJMrs. Laura Witham of Madrid is vis
iting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Smith.
The Grange Field day was held June
20 at Mt. Gideon Farm with Mr. and
Mrs. Dana Barker. Although the day
was cloudy with light showers, a com
pany of over 100 gathered at the noon
hour. A baked bean dinner was served,
tables being spread out of doors and in
the house. After dinner a program
was carried out consisting of songs, re
citations and short speeches by Mrs.
Margaret Hetherington, George Nor
ton, J. V. Hodgkins and others. Those
present from out of town were George
Norton of Portland; Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Will and Mr. and Mrs. William Will of
Avon; Mrs. Wilber Greaton of Starks;
Mr. and Mrs. Hanley Corbett, Farm
ington, and Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Stap
les of Wilton. Mr. and Mrs. Barker
are fine entertainers and everybody
had a fine time.

EAST MADRID

June 29.
Mr. and Mrs. George Barnjum and
two children were guests last Saturday
and Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Barnjum of Kingfield.
The ice cream social at the schoolhouse last Saturday evening, was a de
cided success, the proceeds amounting
to $13.00. A very fine program con
sisting of speaking and singing was
Alton Jones and Cola Storer are
carried out by the teacher and her
working for Charles Sanborn. They
scholars. Games were played and a
are cutting and peeling pulp wood
general good time was enjoyed by all
Miss Hester Sanborn has gone to Au
Several from out of town attended and
gusta to work for a few weeks.
report an extra good time.
Miss Jennie Sanborn spent a few
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Stevens, Hildays with friends in Upton, N. H. last
ma and Gerald Reed of Phillips, Miss
week.
Nellie Jones and Carlton Reed of Sa
Delbert Buker who is working for
lem were guests recently of Mr. and
Lawrence & McLaughlin, also Leon
Mrs. Alonzo Corson.
Merchant were guests at I. H. Buker’s
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dyer and children,
Sunday.
Misses Edna Sargent and Bertha
Ledric Judkins of Upton, N. H., was
Moody of Phillips were Sunday guests
a week-end guest of Mr. and Mrs.
at George Gould’s.
Charles Sanborn.
Miss Mabelle Getchell attended the
ball game at Strong last Saturday.
William Ingham of Phillips was a re
STRATTON.
cent guest at J. H. Welts’ .
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mecham and
June 29.
children of Phillips were visitors Sun
There will be horse racing and ball
day of Mr. and Mrs. Solon Mecham.
games at the Stratton driving park,
, Z. T. McLaughlin of Phillips was a
July 4th, and a social dance in the
guest at Ralph McLaughlin’s last
evening.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Lisherness and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Moody of Waterdaughter Blanche of South Strong were bury, Conn., spent last week at F.' H.
recent guests of her mother, Mrs. OrThorpe’s
rin Taylor and other relatives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. George Nevens and
About 20 doctors attended the Frank daughter, and Miss Angie Starbird of
lin County Medical association in this Lewiston called on Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
village June 18. Some of them were Thorpe one day last week.
accompanied by their wives.
They
Mrs. Solon Mecham, Mrs. Edgar
went to Rangeley in the afternoon, the Welts, Mrs. F. H. Thorpe and Mrs. G.
trip being made by automobile an 1 a |L. Savage attended the dinner party,
very enjoyable outing trip was the re given by Mrs. George Dennison of
sult.
Phillips last Thursday. They report an
Madeline, the little daughter of Mr. excellent time.
and Mrs. Floyd Taylor, arrived home
Edward Smith of Barnjum recently
last week from Iowa where she spent purchased a Ford automobile of Arthur
the winter. Her mother met her in Graffam of Phillips.
Portland.
Fred Richardson our school superin
Miss Inez Grose closed a very suc- tendent visited the school one day last
cessful term of school at Coplin, June week.
26. A box sociable was held in the ev
Charlie and Ray Smith of Madrid
ening and about $5.00 was realized.
were dinner guests at Solon Mecham’s,
Glenn W. Starbry, general agent for recently.
the schools in the unorganized town
ships visited the school at No. 4 recentCA RD O F T H A N K S
!y*

Dr. Colby of Rangeley was in town
^aturday. His wife and children ac
companied him.
F. Grounder of Farmington was in
fowl last week selling a dustless mop
and had a good sale.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Farmer, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Morrison and several others
were at Camp Fleda over Sunday com
ing by automobile.
F. C. Burrell went to Lewiston re
cently where be purchased four large
work horses.
A. L. Taylor has taken the birch
squares to haul to Bigelow station for
Russell Brothers, He has five teams
hauling.
CI TROLAX!
CITROLAXI
GIVE IT TO THE CHILDREN
Finest physic in the world for children. They
love it—it tastes like lemonade. It is mild and
suits their sensitive organs. It is thorough—and
keeps their systems cleansed, sweet and whole
some. It does the same for grown-ups, too. An
Ideal laxative.
R. H. P r ebl e .

We wish to express our heartfelt
thanks to all who brought flowers or in
any way assisted in the sickness and
death of our little girl.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Kinney
Ardine Kinney
Mr. and Mrs. George Dunham
Kenneth, Ray and Roy Kinney.
Beneath Wisdom.

Revenge is always the weak pleas
ure of a little and narrow mind.—
Juvenal.
STO PS

N E U R A L G IA — K IL L S

P A IN

Sloan’ s Liniment gives instant relief from
Neuralgia or Sciatica. It goes straight to the
painful part----- Soothes the Nerves and stops the
Pain.
It is also good for Rheumatism, Sore
Throat. Chest Pains and Sprains. You don’ t need
to rub-----it penetrates. Mr. J. R. Swinger, Louis
ville, Ky. writes; " I suffered with quite a severe
Neuralgic Headache for four months without any
relief. I used Sloan’s Liniment for two or three
nights and I haven’ t suffered with my head
since.” Get a bottle to-day. Keep in the house all
the time for pains and all hurts. 25c., 50c. and
$1.00 at your Druggist.
Bucklin’ s Arnica Salve for all sores.

THE WHOLE BODY
NEEDS PURE BLOOD
It

Means Healthy ~ NutritionHood’s Sarsaparilla Makes It.

The bones, the muscles, and all the
organs of the body depend for theiri
strength and tone and healthy ac-I
tion on pure blood.
^
I f the blood is very impure, the1
bones become diseased; the muscles'
become enfeebled, the step loses its
elasticity, and there is inability to
perform the usual amount o f labor.
The skin loses its clearness, and
pimples, blotches and other erup
tions appear.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes pure
blood. It is positively unequaled ia
the treatment o f scrofula and other
humors, catarrh, rheumatism, dys
pepsia, loss o f appetite, that tired!
feeling and general debility. H ood’s
Sarsaparilla is a pure, safe and ef
fective remedy. There is no other
medicine like it.
Be sure to get
H ood’s and get it today.

WEST FARMINGTON
June 28.
George Hartwell from Strong has
been visiting at Bernard Vining's; also
Ezra Vining from the West.
Lilia and Laura Norton of Strong are
spending their vacation with their
grandparents.
The Red Schoolhouse Sunday school
will spend Fourth of July at Sand Pond
in Chesterville.
Mrs. Flora Knapp who has been stop
ping with her sister, Mrs. Goodwin,
has returned to her home very much
improved in health.
F. Snell and daughter Frances were
in town last week.
There was no preaching at West
Farmington last Sunday.
The Literary club met with Mrs.
Herman Heath last Tuesday.
Miss Josie Paine fell the whole length
of the cellar stairs one day last week.
She was badly shaken up but no bones
were broken.
Miss Nellie Farmer and Mr. and Mrs.
C. H. Sawyer went to Norridgewock
last Sunday.
O B IT U A R Y

Osman Cookson was born in Unity,
Maine, July 12, 1860 and died in
Rangeley June 11, 1914.
He was the son of George W. and
Julia A. Cookson and was one of
twelve children. Several of his broth
ers settled in the Western States
years ago, and it is not known that
any of the family are now living ex
cept a sister Mrs. E. A. Wright of
Phillips and one brother L. A. Cook
son who is employed in Rangeley. His
boyhood days were spent in his na
tive town on the home farm. He
worked for twelve years in a pulp
mill in Fairfield then went to Liver
more Falls and came to Rangeley
about thirteen years ago. He went
to board at William Tomlinson’s,
where he has ever since made his
home, working a few years in 'the
steam mill and later for Mr. Tomlin
son. He was much attached to the
family especially the children and
will be greatly missed in their home.
He was a man of quiet manners,
faithful in his work and trusted and
respected by all. Everything that
kind friends could do was done for
him during his illness. His death was
caused from blood poisoning.
He was a member of Oquossoc
Grange, Oquossoc Lodge K. of P., Sum
mit Rebekah Lodge and Entwisle
Lodge I. O. O. F.. Funeral services
were held at the church Sat. A. M.
Rev. H. A. Childs officiating. Appro
priate hymns were sung by Mrs.
Olin Rowe and Muriel Hoar. He was
buried under the order of the I. O. O.
F. several of the members accom
panying the remains to Phillips.
The floral tributes were beautiful
and were as follows: Gates Ajar, L.
A. Cookson, Mrs. E. A. Wright; spray
of carnations, P. of H., Oquossoc
Grange; pink-roses, Summit Rebekah
Lodge; bouquet, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Abbott; wreath on pedestal, En
twisle Lodge I. O. O. F.; floral piece,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Tomlinson, Mr.
and Mrs. William
Tomlinson , Mr.
and Mrs. C. W. Barrett, Ed. Myshrall,
Clement Fields, Ray Smith; carna
tions, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Nelson;
large spray, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Wright; spray pinks and roses, Mr.
and Mrs. Osman Wright, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Fairbanks, Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel
Harnden,
Charles
Berry;
harp with broken string, K. of
P .; Carnations, Max Weybrant and
Brunswick friends;
carnations, Mr.
and Mrs. Silas D. Blodgett, Mr. Chas.
Noyes; evergreen wreath with pan
sies, Allie Barrett.
I f you have neglected your kidneys and suffer
from backache, weak back, headache, rheuma
tism and distressing bladder weakness, you will
find Foley Kidney Pills to be the honestly made,
healing and curative medicine you need to give
you back your health and strength. They are
tonic in action, quick to give good results. They
will help you.
R. H. P reble .
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THE FOURTH
25 YEARS AGO
Items Culled from the Files

of

the Phillips Phonograph
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with O. S. Boston, brother of C. L.
few of this nature will be found.)
The Phonograph crew are indebt Boston.
Mrs. C. E. King of Whitefield, N.
ed to Mr. George Tootliaker for a lot
H., is 'visiting her daughter,,
Mrs.
of fine domestic strawberries.
Jackson
Toothaker.
Henry W. Towle and dauhter of
Quite a fine display of fireworks
North Anson visited Mr. and Mrs.
was shown from the door yard of F.
Martin Kelley last week.
E. Timberlake, Esq.
Mrs. Lucinda Adams has recently
Dr. Charles Taggart and wife of
purchased a fin§ upright piano and! Winthrop are visiting relatives.
lias furnished the street near her
Miss May Norton of Bath visited
residence with a new lamp.
at N. B. Beal’s one day last week.
George B. Dill and his sister, Liz
Fred" Noble of Chicago is in town.
zie May, have beeen visiting friends
Herbert Goldsmith is at Winthrop.
in Portland for two weeks.
Prof. R. D. McKeen started this
C. E. Parker of the firm of T. M. morning for his home in Swansville
Parker & Co., has bought the brick where he will spend his vacation.
house on Pleasant street of Dr. CarWilliam Bangs is improving his
vill. Price $1,500.
stable with a thorough painting. His
Abner Hinkley and Herbert Pres new stable is to have eight
box
cott with fishing rod and
rubber stalls.
boots started early in the week for
We notice the marriage of Miss
a fortnight at the Mooselookmeguntic Mittie Voter who with her husband
House.
is visiting her parents*, Mr. and Mrs.
W. A. Rich of Woodfords, one of L. G. Voter on the Mile Square.
the directors of the Phillips & Range- They will make a short visit and re
ley Railroad was in Phillips on a turn to Brockton. Mittie was
a
business trip this week.
teacher, of some experience, having
Howard Beal, of whom we spoke ! always met with good success. Her
last week is in St. Paul instead of many friends wish her great joy in
Minneapolis.
He is in business years to come. •
D. D. G. M., E. Gerry of Farmington installed the new officers of Mt.
A L L E N ’S
Saddleback Lodge. I. O. O. F., last
Tuesday.
The new officers are:
FOOT=EASE
A.
The Antiseptic powder shaken into N. G., S. H. Keen; V. G., John

Ellsworth; Sec.,, L. C. Reed; Treas.*,
A SUGGESTION
Geo. B. Dill; Warden, C. W. Carr;
If you break or lose your glasses
Cond., A. M. Allen; R. S. N. G., E. kindly notify me and I will furnish you
E. Berry; L. S. N. G., E. Dill; R. EXACT duplicates on short notice.
S. S., Ira B. Davenport; L. S. S.i, J.
F R A N K F. G R A V E S ,
W. Brackett; I. G., M. S. Hinkley;
R eg istered O ptom etrist
O. G., O. D. Harnden; Chap., G. L.
N E W SHARON,
xYfAINE.
Kempton.
From District No.
5, Phillips:
Frank Beedy saw two deer in the
field.
Dan Field and Lilo of Boston came
up to their grandfather’s last Sat
urday.
Lilo is staying there for a
week.
Daniel F. Ployt is on the “ mumpy”
list this week.
Phillips, Maine.
A. W. Davenport met with quite
an accident one evening recently. He
Monuments, Headstones,
was chasing a person who had set a
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
June box on his doorstep, and not
and
being so “ game” on the foot as he
used to he, he made a misstep and Cemetery W ork o f all Kinds
felly bruising one hand badly. He
caught her just the same.
Wednesday, July 3rd a picnic par
ty assembled at the home of A. W.
PH ILLIPS,
ME.
Davenport it being the birthday of
All orders by mail or in person
his little daughter, Carrie.
L. F.
promptly attended to.
Hoyt’s birthday being the same day,
he and his family were invited to
Maud r;.
E. lie
Beedy
participate. A jolly good time was Harry F. Beedy
HARRY F. BEEDY & CO.,
had by all present. Mention should
F ire Insusance A g en cy ,
Agency for;
bo made of the ,two cakes presented,
The Aetna o f Hartford,
one to L. F. Hoyt and one to Carrie
The Home,
The Niagara,
Davenport, made .by Miss Belle Samp
New York Underwriter’ s Agency
o f New York.
son. They were appreciated by all.
Office at Residence,
T
Last Monday night Silas Wing was
MAIN ST..
PHILLIPS. ME.
\ JD
‘ ONEYS AND PLACI.)PP awakened from his slumbers by the
excited barking of his hound that
was in the stable. Hastily
arising
and without dressing, he took the
lamp in one hand and the rifle in
Headquarters fo r every
the other and sallied out. He smel
thing
in the hardware line.
led the animal’s breath as soon as
he opened the stable door, so he mov j Lum berm en’s Supplies,
ed carefully,, and soon he discovered!
Blacksmiths’ Supplies,
him in the corner. Silas jumped up! Doors, Windows, Stoves, Tinware,
into the sleigh, so the “ critter’’ j Plumbing Goods, Sporting Goods,
wouldn’t “ run up him,” took aim! Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Muresco, etc.
and fired. The skunk had eaten up
Now is the time to do spring Painting,
chickens and eggs without number. |Repairing, etc.
D. F. Hodges also had an article o n ,
We buy for the lowest
cruelty in this number.
Of those mentioned in the above! Spot Cash prices, and give
items 27 have passed away, S. Farm
our customers the benefit of
er, N. U. Hinkley, W. M. Dutton*, Da
same.
vid
Toothaker,
W. H. McKeen-j
Myrtie Davenport, P. A. Sawyer,,
Stella Toothaker, (Mrs. Walter How-,
land) Victor Sawyer, George Tooth-J
aker„ Mr. and Mrs. Martin Kel-j
ley, Lucinda Adams, Dr. Carvill,!
Mrs. C. E. King, Mrs. C. W.~ Tag-!
gart„ Mr .and Mrs. N. B. Beal*, Wil
liam Bangs, L. F. Hoyt, J. W. Brack
ett, A. W. Davenport, D. F. Hodes,
j O D. Harnden, M. S. Hinkley, C. W.
Carr, G. L. Kempton.

The Glorious Fourth will not be
celebrated in Phillips this year by
any public demonstration, and un
doubtedly a goodly number will take
in the races at Farmington which
promise to be good, and also the an
nual outing of the Sportsman’s Fish
an Game meeting at the Mountain
View House, Rangeley, where there
will be interesting
water
sports*,
shooting matches, etc.
In looking over the files of the
Phillips Phonograph
(now Maine
Woods) of 25 years ago we find that
this day was fittingly observed at
that time, many of the citizens en
tering the sports.
From the report of the day’s do
ings we copy:
“ The Fantastics,’’ Flipp-flap Con
tortions of Gymnastics, etc., were en
gaged in by six teams,,— besides
the shoes—T h e S t a n d a r d R e m horsemen and footmen and foot pas
I e d y f o r t h e F e e t f or a quartersengers.
The teams were very in
century. 30,000 testim on ials. Sold
aae- mirkT*everywhere, 25c. Sam ple F R E E .
Trad
teresting piTt out by W. M. Dutton,
Address, A llen .S. Olmsted, Le Roy , N . V .
Plinkley & Cragjn,, N. P. Noble, Dav T h e M a n w h o p u t t h e E E s i n F E E T .
id, (one hand lamp), S. Warren Bates
and the Phonograph.
The prizes were awarded as fol
lows: Best team, W. M. Dutton;
best horseman, W. H. McKeen; best
man on foot, Elbridge Davenport; po
tato race,, Fred Wells 1st, Abner
Wells 2nd and Will Smith 3rd.
In
the sack race and 100 . yard
dash
Wells and Smith were the prize win
ners.
In the standing high jump
Fred Harden won.
Running high
jump, A. M. Allen.
Will Smith, Abner Wells, Charles
Staples, J. M. Doyen, Will Skofield,, Weston Parker and F. T. New
man won in the rope pull.
The prize for throwing the heavy
hammer was divided between J. B.
Noble and Will Kelley. The sledge
hammer was very heavy and they
threw it 78 feet, 4 inches.
L. H. Reed, T. P. Huston, R. G.
Dunn, B. A. Swasey, S. Farmer, H. B.
Holt,. Frank Stanley, C. S. Robbins,
Bates & Edwards entered horses
for the afternoon races. In the sixth
heat Robbins’ sulky struck the fence
and that and the harness were demol
ished but Robbins escaped without
injury.
Though she works next to the stove,
i Friday of the week before the grad
uating exercises of the Phillips High
within easy reach of her irons, sh e
school were held and are reported
keeps cool and comfortable. T h a t’s be
as a brilliant affair. The salutatory
cause she uses a
was given by Ernest Bulter; an es
say by Eugenie Aldrich; class his
tory, Grace Vining; class prophet,
Myrtie Davenport; valedictory, Mar
gie L. Ross.
A report of Children’s Day was al
so given and the following gave read
ings and declamations: Katie Kenniston, Attie Ross, Edith Bates, Hunt
T h e N e w Perfection N o . 5 Stove, with
er sisters, Venie Ross, Elma Byron,,
the Fireless Cooking Oven, is the latest
Lee Ross, Rosie Tootliaker, Bernie
Ross. Children’s Day offering Miss
addition to the famous N ew Perfection
Timberlake and Miss Noyes.
Hon.
line of cook-stoves.
Pull the damper of
P. A. Sawyer was superintendent of
this fireless oven and^it becomes a perfect
the Methodist Sunday school at the
time. Margie Ross and Stella Tooth
fireless cooker.
It uses only one burner
aker were the ushers for tliys occas
— saves half the fuel cost.
Y o u can
ion.
start
the
supper
right
after
lunch,
and let
We note the birth of daughters to
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Davenport, Mr.
it cook itself, while you spend the after
and Mrs. Joseph Barden of Madrid
noon
outdoors.
and Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Worthley of
Strong.
The marriage of
Amos
N e w Perfection Stoves bake, broil, roast,
Saulsibury of Brockton and Miss Mit
toast— everything any other stove will do,
tie Voter of Phillips.
and they cost less for fuel.
N o handling
The following items we take from
the local news column and we
of coal and ashes— all the cooking heat
trust our readers will not confuse
you want, just when you want it.
this news of 25 years ago with the!
present time as has been the case:
N ew Perfection Stoves are made in 1, 2, 3, and
occasionally when we have used!
4 Jburner sizes. N o. 5 stove is sold complete
matter in this way.
with broiler, toaster, and fireless oven. Regular
L. V. Winship of Lewiston has been
oven, broiler and toaster can be obtained sepa
in town.
rately for smaller sizes.
Sad-iron beater and
Victor Sawyer of Bates College is
cook-book
free
with
every
stove.
spending his vacation at home.
B. G. Barker of Stoneham, Mass,
At dealers everywhere or write direct for catalogue.
is enjoying an outing in this vicinity.
William Lufkin of Madrid has corn
that has been silked out and spindled
p i s i
for two weeks. (We assume that if
V|
the items are printed from
Maine
Woods 25 years from this date, that

No. Franklin

Marble Works

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
/ J
Mattresses,
Pillows.

THE “NEW PERFECTION”
LAUNDRESS

New Per/^ction.
Oil Cook-stove

Y O U R ’RE

B IL IO U S

AND

C O S T IV E !

Sick Headache, Bad Breath. Sour Stomach, i
Furred Tongue and Indigestion. Mean Liver and !
Bowels clogged. Clean up to-night. Get a 26c
bottle of Dr. King’s Hew Life Pills to-day and
em pty the stomach and bowels o f fermenting
gassy foods and waste. A full bowel movement
gives a satisfied thankful feeling—makes -ou
feel fine. Effective, yet mild. Don’ t gripe. 25c
at your Druggist.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for Burns.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
of N ew Y ork

New York
Albany

Buffalo
Boston

Kindness.

No one thing does human life more
! need than a kind consideration of the
faults of ethers. Everyone sins; every
one needs forbearance. Our own im
perfections should teach us to be mer*
ciful.— Henry Ward Beecher.

ALSO

Furniture o f All Kinds

C. F. Chandler & Son,
Phillips,

North Phillips

-

Maine

^and
STRONG - MAINE.

June 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Storer and
children were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C. W. Harnden last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Orland Byron of Kingfield sre guests this week of Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Nickerson.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Durrell of
Strong were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Voter over Sunday.
Mrs. Ray Hinkley was a guest last
week of her sister, Mrs. W. Billington.
A number from this place attended
the ice cream supper at the East Mad
rid schoolhouse last Saturday evening
and report a fine time.
Mrs. Carrie Billington spent a few
days last week with friends in Redington.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harnden and
children were guests one day last week
of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Harnden.

COAL
Wholesale and Retail
Leave your orders early for next
winter's supply. For prices apply to

BEAL & McLEARY,
Office at Phillips Station.

5000 Cords
Peeled Spruce. Fir and Poplar Pulpwood wanted, delivered at any station
on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. R.
between Farmington and Rangeley and
between Strong and Salem.

A . W . M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me.

E. C . Higgins, M. D.
Office over National Bank.

Phillips,

Maine

Both 'Phones
If Kidneys and Bladder Bother
Then Foley Kidney Pills
Overworked kidneys will break down if not hel
ped, When they can no longer protect the blood
and the poisons that come to them, then look out
for Bright’ s disease, serious kidney trouble and
bladder annoyances. Foley Kidney Pills are your
best protection, your best medicine for weak,
sore, overworked kidney and bladder weaknesses.
R.

H.

P

reble

.

FIR

P E E L E D SPRUCE A N D

Pulpwood delivered
at
any point on line o f Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes
Railroad.
H A L E Y & FIELD
’

ROSS

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
P H IL L IP S ,

-

-

-

-

MAINE

J. BLAINE MORRISON

W anted

Phillips,

D. R.

Maine

Attorney - at - Law
Beal Block. Phillips

Fire and Life Insurant

D r. W . J. C arter,
DENTIST
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
appointment.

[Evenings b,

M A IN E

WOODS,

C. Ludwig Baumann & Company
1449-1451-1453-1455 B roadw ay,

"

^

B rooklyn. N . Y .

We have just n©w extended
yu°,U ,want any reference ask
our Mail Order Departm ent the publishers
of Maine Woods.
to cover the New England
States and as an Introductory
Offer show this fine Big Com
fortable Rocker, made with
Solid Oak Frame, covered in
Genuine “ Utica Leather.”
This Rocker is regularlv
worth $15.00,
Our Special
price to readers f the “ Maine
Woods” , $11.50. This Rocker
shipped Free to ^ mr R. R,
Station. Send $3.5l :ash and
balance at $2.00 per i. onth.
If there is anything else in our line
of Furniture, Carpets, Couch* s, Ice
Boxes or Baby Carriages which you
need, write us for prices, terms, etc.
and we will gladly send you pict
ures.

DISTRICT NO. 2
June 30.
Leon Wing made a business trip to
Boston last week.
Mrs. Guy Blunt o f Portland was the
recent guest of her coysin, Mrs. C. H.
McKenney.
' Mr. and Mrs. John Soule o f Farmington were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Hutchins Saturday night and Sunday.
Esther and Lena Raymond of Rangeley were week-end guests of their
uncle, George Haley and family.
Earl and Ira Harnden accompanied
by their cousins, Clarence and Maurice
Sedgeley were in Kingfield one day
recently making the trip on their
wheels.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Toothaker and
Master Maurice spent Saturday and
Sunday with her father, Bion Wing and
family. Mrs. Wing is expected home
this week.
We were glad to receive a call from
Mrs. B. F. Beal and daughter, Miss
Anna, one day last week.
Mrs. F. W. Harnden and two chil
dren and Mrs. Carl Hagan visited Mrs.
Clinton Harnden last Wednesday.
Word was gladly received from Mrs.
F. H. Calden who is in the Sisters’
Hospital, Lewiston, saying she was re
covering nicely from the serious opera
tion she underwent June 11th.
D. F. Moores and three children,
Gladys, Nancy and Master Ernest of
Farmington are visiting relatives in
this vicinity this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hutchins and
daughters, Stella, Mabelle and Eleanor
were in Livermore Falls last Tuesday
to attend the wedding o f their son and
brother, Evan S. Hutchins to Miss
Flora I. Erskine.
Miss Alice Harnden and children of
Wilton visited Saturday with her sister,
Mrs. Wallace Virgin,
Allan Esty
bringing them in Mr. H am den’ s auto.
They were accompanied by Miss Clara
Virgin who had been spending a couple
of weeks in Wilton.
Mr. Esty’ s wife
and little daughter returned home with
them.
Don’ t forget the preaching ‘ service
at the West Phillips church Sunday,
July 5th, at 2.30 p. m., by Rev. M. S.
Hutchins. Let everybody come and
enjoy these services which are always
so inspiring and helpful.

MEMBERSHIP
CONTEST TO START
Get a Good String of Fish at the
Iron Bridge.

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

J U L Y 2,

11

Mr.^and Mrs. Cecil K. French of
Lynn, Mass, came Saturday for a vis
it with relatives.
Elisha Clark and family went to
their home in Freeport Monday. They
were accompanied by Miss
Hilda
Bradbury who will remain for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tufts were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Nut
ting at New Portland Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Webber and
daughter, Opal of Phillips were in
town Saturday and Sunday,
the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Longley
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barden.
Mrs. Hillman Lisherness is stop
ping at C. J. Longley’s.
Raymond Creegan of Providence,
R. I. is passing his vacation of two
weeks in town.
Miss Abbie Quint goes to Tim
Pond this week to work for
Julian
Viles & Son.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Thomas and
sons, Charles and Howard are pass
ing a week at Tufts pond the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas’ sister and
husband, Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Wat
son.

Miss Elizabeth B. Porter of
King- beans, potatoes, fresh trout, chicken,
field, were married at Dover, Friday, etc., and a great variety of pastry
June 26, by Rev. Otis F. Alvord a served with cheese and strawberries,
former pastor of the Universalihtl the company listened to an old fashchurch here. They made the trip to ioned “ stump speech” , several songs
Dover and return by automobile Fri and singing by all. Then Miss Mary
day. The bride is a sister of Mrs. Warr finely initiated two green per
O. W. Simmons of this town with sons into her “ Boots Without Shoes”
whom she has made her home and order but jolly Len Ross whose mind
was formerly employed as bookkeep seemed to be on some other sbject
er for the Jenkins & Bogert Com failed to pass a satisfactory examin
pany for a number of. years.
The ation. Soon aftej1 a ladies’ game of
groom is a prominent citizen of Free “ Tucker” was indulged in for about
man and has held the office of first 15 minutes at the end of ‘which the
selectman there for many years. He fa* gents were perspiring profusely
is now town treasurer.
Both Mr. and the lean ones obliged to sit or
and Mrs. Carvill are well known lie down to rest on account of
here and have the best wishes of fatigue, caused by the violent exer
hosts of friends. They will reside cise which the ladies compelled them
for the present on Mr. CarviH’s farm to take.
in Freeman.
Several games of cards were play
Mrs. Almon Waterhouse came Sat ed by some of the party at differ
urday night to care for her son Her ent times during the day. After par
man who has been sick with rheu taking of a' light supper for no one
matic fever for two weeks at
the was very hungry, such of the party
home of his sister, Mrs. R. L. Kim as did not stay over night repaired
ball.
to their homes. Although there were
Henry Gilman of West
Farming- few in number, those present enjoy
ton, State Road Inspector was here ed one of the most pleasant days in
Miss Hazel Weymouth goes
to Friday looking after the State road. their lives.
Rangeley Wednesday and Miss Flor-; Ernest, Everett and Bernice Bubier
ence Weymouth goes Satrday to do; of Wilton are visiting their cousins,
*
Philosophy.
table work at Pickford’ s Camps.
Addie and Vivian Stevens.
A Phillipshurg philosopher is quoted
Miss Daisy Williamson, Miss Haz-I Mason Vose Went to Portland Mon as saying: “It is all right to put your
el Weymouth, Donald Norton, took; day for treatment for rheumatism.
best foot forward, but for goodness
State teachers’ examination at the
Miss Addie Stevens went to
Po sake don’t forget to move the other
school building Saturday forenoon.
land Springs Wednesday for a peek’s one once in a while at least.”
Mr. and Mrs. 0. S. Byron went to visit.
Phillips Saturday to visit his uncle»,
J. C. Holman, wife, and son, C. C.
Holman of Farmington and Miss
Leander Gay.
Mrs. Florence Witham. visited her D. Spinney were guests at the Kingson, Joseph Witham at Industry field House Sunday. Another auto First— Don’t delay.
Second
from
Saturday to Monday. Next party at the Kingfield House Sunday
Don’t experiment.
week she goes to Ogunquit to work. were P. H. Header, W. E. and E.i
Mr. Chase in the employ of Cres- W. Boyer of Waterville. Frank Bar
sey & Allen of Portland* piano deal ker and party of six from Fryeburg
If you suffer from backache; head
ers, and wife were at the Kingfield stopped at the hotel Monday to din aches or dizzy spells; if you rest poorly
and are languid in the morning; if the
ner.
House several days last week.
kidney secretions are irregular and un
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Merchant and
natural in appearance, do not delay.
daughters
of Farmington
were C E L E B R A T E S IX T H W E D D IN G A N  In such cases the kidneys often need
help.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Alward
N IV E R S A R Y .
Doan’s Kidney Pills are especially
at Carrabasset from
Saturday
to
prepared for kidney trouble. They are
Monday.
Several of the friends and relat recommended by thousands. Can Phil
A. M. Wellman, wife and two chil
lips residents desire more convincing
ives
of William and Eva Booker of proof of their effectiveness than the
dren oi Auburn are visiting in town
Phillips
jn-et
with
them
on
"their
back
statement of a Phillips citizen who has
for a week.
used them and willingly testifies to
Deputy Sheriff), |L. P. Hinds went farm in Madrid, June 25th, it be- their worth?
to Carrabasset Tuesday night and ar- ifig their sixth wedding anniversary.
“ About ten years ago I had rheumarested * Charles Norton of ' Flagstaff A m onS th e m was ^our scribe, Leon- tic "pains and I suffered a great
deal,’
’ says John A. Fraser, of Phillips.
and Ida M Foster of Dead River. |ar<i Boss and wife of Phillips, and
“ The pains were in my back and limbs
They were taken directly to Farming- tw° lady friends from Portland, Miss- and
sometimes I thought I could not
ton and arraigned before the munici- es Belle and Mary Warr.
endure them. The secretions from my
pal court on charge of a statutory ofAfter al* had Partaken of a bounti- kidneys were in bad shape. I tried
fence. Mr. Norton was placed un- ful dinner
consisted of baked many ways to get relief, but nothing
helped me until I got Doan’s Kidney
der $200 hail and the woman, $100
Pills at Cragin’ s Drug Store (now
A Perfect Cathartic
Preble’ s Drug store,) and began using
to appear at the September term of
There is sure and wholesome action in every them. It didn’ t take them long to rid
court.
dose o f Foley Cathartic Tahlets. They cleanse
of the trouble. ”
Edwin E. Carvill of Freeman and with never a gripe or pain. Chronic cases of con mePrice
50c, at all dealers. Don’ t sim
stipation find them invaluable. Stout people are
relieved o f that bloated, congested feeling, so Un ply ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’ s
comfortable. especially in hot weather. They Kidney Pills—the same that Mr. Fraser
keep your liver busy.
had. Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buf
R. H. P r e b l e .
THE ELECTIONEER WILKES
falo, N. Y.

A Bit of Advice

(S p ecial Correspondence.)

June 29.
Mrs. W . H. H. Small went to Far
mington Wednesday for two weeks
visit with her sons, Sheriff W. B
and W. W. Small.
Miss Ruth Pullen went to the
W hite Mountains to work last week.
The Ladies’ Aid will give a supper
at the Universalist vestry, July 9.
Miss Carrie Davenport who has
been visiting at H. S. W ing’s for sev
eral weeks went to Saco Saturday.
Mrs. R. E. Sproule of Farmington
is visiting Mrs. L. P. Hinds.
Mrs. H. A. Tufts and sons, Nor
man and Lucien have returned from
a visit with her parents, Mr.
and
Mrs. Elisha Bachelder of Farmington Falls.
At a regular meeting of Carrabasset Rebekali Lodge Wednesday even
ing it was decided to have a mem
bership contest lasting the rest of tlia
year. Mrs. Alma Dolbier was chos
en captain of one side and Mrs. Clara
Alward captain of the other.
Re
freshments of lemonade, cake and
nabisco wafers were served.
Mrs. Walter Gatchell was in town
Thursday.
The Kingfield ball team went to
STALLION
Strong Saturday afternoon to play tl e
B R A Y E R 53645.
Strong team
H. P. Norton and daughter-in-law A four years old. richly bred, handsome, styl
ish, highly finished, rapid gaited. fast, natural
Mrs. Leroy Norton were guests of trotter and high class roadster; kind and fearless
but
spirited.
his niece, Mrs. W. P.
Watson, SIKE—BINGARA.
84707, the best living son
o f the renowned Bingen. 2.06 1-4; by May King
Thursday.
2.20, a son of Electioneer 125.
I. E. Durrell, wife and daughter, DAM —KADI AC, a 15 2 1-2 hands, 1220 pounds
of Kremlin 2.07 3-4. The latter was the
Lillian went to Madison Thursday to daughter
world’ s champion rive-years old trotter, and also
visit Mrs. Stella Vose. They return the champion trotting stallion of bis day. Krem
lin 2.07 3-4 was by Lord Russell 4677, whose sire
ed Friday, bringing Miss Grace Vose was Harold 413, and whose dam was the famous
brood rrare Miss Russell the most successful perback with them for a visit with rel petuator
of 2.10 or better fretting speed that
ever lived.
atives here.
Second Dam - Symposium, a 16 hands, 1150
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Dolbier e nter- pounds mare by Lancelot 2.23, a three fourths
brother of the famous trotting sire Electioneer
tained Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Leeman 125.
at Tufts Pond Saturday night and Third Dam—Sable Hayward, (dam o f Rt pee
2.11 1-4, Siva 2.13 3 4. etc.) by Poscora Hayward
Sunday.
2.23 1-2. a son o f Billy Hayward 2.31 3-4 by George
M, Patchen Jr. 2.27. a son ot the famous George
Ernest Nickerson and wife of Nor M
Patchen 2.23 1-2 the champion trotting stallion
o
wich, Conn, were here Thursday on f his day.
The Dam o f Bingara 53645. (sire o f Brayer
their return from a visit at Madrid. 53645) was by Arion 2 07 8-4. the fastest trotter
by Electioneer 125. and Bingara’s second dam
8U B S C R IB E
N O W
FOR
M A IN E
Mrs. B. L. Williamson suffered an got
was Ollie K. 2.12 3-4 by King Wilkes 2.22 1-4 a
W O O D 8
A N D
R EAD
A LL THE
son o f George Wilkes 2.22.
ill turn Thursday afternoon.
Bingara 34707 is the best living son of the re
L O C A L
N E W S .
Mr. and Mrs. Will Hopp and son, nowned Bingen 2.06 1-4 as a sire o f Standard re
cord
er^ A t the close o f last season,
Walton of Wilton went with Mrs. when perform
=
but 13 years old he was credited with 60
standard
performers,
all trotters, five of them
Burleigh Batchelder and daughters,
S T A T E O F M A IN E .
better than 2.10.
Cora
and
Clara
to
Iron
Bridge
fish
Brayer
53645,
is
inbred
to the best two sons of
County o f Franklin, SS.
June 11th, A. D., 1914.
Hambletonian 10. viz: George Wilkes 2.22 and
Taken this llth day o f June. A . D.. 1914, on e x  ing last week.
Mrs. J. M. Dolbier, Electioneer
125.
His
colts
are remarkably strong,
ecution dated May 18th, A. D.. 1914. issued on a
judgment rendered by Supreme Judicial Court, son Johnnie and Clyde Carville were active, good gaited and promising. He will stand
for
service
this
season
on
the
west side of Sandy
for the County o f Androscoggin, at the term
thereof begun and held on the third Tuesday o f members of the party. 'They caught River about one mile below Phillips village at the
April. A. D.. 1914. to w it on the lttth day o f May, nearly 40 trout- and had a trout din stable of the undersigned.
Terms $20. to Warrant
A. D.t 1914. in favor o f Freeman G. Davis o f L ew 
W. T. HINDS & SON.
iston in the C ounty o f A ndroscoggin and State ner on the shore of the Carrabasset.
Phillips,
Me..
June 1914.
of Maine, doing business under the style o f F. G.
Lee Davenport of Dixfield is the
Davis and Company against Thomas Gordon o f
Rangeley, in Franklin County and State o f |guest of his aunt, Mrs. Bdrleigh Bat
Maine, fo r Five Hundred FiftfcSeven Dollars and
twenty-six cents ($557.26) debt or damage, and chelder.
fourteen dollars and eighty-three cents ($14 88)
Rev. Lily Schafer returned Thurs-!
coatBof suit, and will be sold at public auction on
the premises in said Rangeley to the highest bid day night and will pass the summer!
der, on the F ifteenth day o f July. A . D.. 1914, at
This is the time for
Teno’clock in the forenoon, the follow in g des with her son and daughter at the new
cribed real estate and all the right, title and in
Thompson has
terest which the said Thomas Gordon has and cottage which Mr.
had in and to th e name on the Tenth day o f Sep built for her.
tember A. D.. 1913. and on the sixth day o f Jan
Leon W. Sanborn took a fishing
uary A. D.. 1914. at 2.30 o ’ clock in the afternoon,
the times when the sam e was attached on the
trip to Dead River, Hurricane stream
writ in the same suit, to w it:
A certain lot o f land and all the buildings Saturday with a party from Wilton.
thereon, situated at Oquossoc, in the town o f
Earl Hutchins got a 4% pound sal
Rangeley, County o f Franklin, in the State of
Maine, shown on the plan entitled Map o f OquosOver 1,000 satisfied
8cc, Maine, dated June fifteen th , one thousand mon at Tufts Thursday.
nine hundred and three, signed by R. B. Stratton.
Mr. and Mrs. Leona Luce of Farm
customers in Franklin County.
Engineer, recorded in the Franklin County R eg
the
Watson
istry of Deeds on the T w en ty second day o f July- ington are shopping at
One Thousand nine hundred and three, in book
cottage,
Tufts
pond
for
a
week.
1181-2, page forty-five-, viz: Lot number three

Watkins Liniment
and Cough Remedy.

hundred eighteen (318) on corner U m bagog A v e
nue and Franklin Street. Said lot has a fro n t
age of two hundred and four tenths (200.4) feet, a
depth o f seventy-five (76) feet on U m bagog A v e 
nue. Being same . remises conveyed to said
Thomas Gordon by one Alvando O. Reed, by his
deed dated August 26th. A . D., 1912. recorded in
Franklin County Registry o f Deeds Book 187,
Page 63.
GEO. M . ESTY.
Deputy Sheriff.

j f j ’j f j

Eases Torment of Asthma and Hay Fever
For the discom fort and m ise ry o f asthma and
hay fe v e r u‘ e F o le y ’ s Honey and Tar Compound.
It puts a healing, soothing coating over the swol
len tickling membranes, and eases the thick and
choking sensation. Helps you to breathe easily
and naturally. In the yellow package.
R . H. P r e b l e .

ERNEST L. MILLS,

TH E

W ATK IN S M AN

Pleasant St.,

Phillips, Me.

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.

WALL PAPER
For This Purpose In
Great Variety A t

C. E. DYER’S
STRONC,
LU

PIANO TRUTHS
When you place your order for a piano with a
city piano dealer you may make up your mind to
this fact that you are paying him from $50 to $100
above the wholesale price o f the piano to cover his
“ SELLING E XPEN SE ” and they charge you their
profit on top o f that. I CHALLENGE AN YBODY
TO DEN Y THAT FACT PUBLICLY.
CH AS. W . NORTON.
Church Street

-

-

Farmington, M a i n e

M A IN E

IS

W OODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,
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The Sedgeley S to re

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

Corsets

For Haying
Tennis Shoes
Khaki Pants
Union Suits
Undershirts
Straw H ats
Cloth Hats
Suspenders
Overshirts
Drawers
Hosiery
We have a fine line of
Flannel Shirts suitable for
camping and fishing.
We

carry ’j the

famous

SH A W K N I T
hose for men.
mercerized half

25c for the
hose,

25c

for the cassimere, 50c for
the silk, 50c for the wool.
All SH A W K N IT
labels
count in the voting contest
now on for the benefit

of

the Grange.

AT THE

CLOTHING
STORE

Miss Evelyn Calden went to The
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Underwood of
Birches last Saturday where she will be
New York City are sailing July 1st for
R & G Rustless Corsets, sizes. 18 to 30
employed this summer.
London.
Mr. and Mrs. George True have gone Armorside, a good wearing corset, sizes 18 to 30
Mrs. Pillsbury’s Sunday school class
to Wilton where they will remain until
and their mothers were invited by Miss
Armorside Corsets, sizes 31 to 36
after haying with their son, Arthur
Georgine Wilbur to a party in the Par
Rowe. Howard True is taking his
ish House Friday afternoon from 3 un
meals at the Hilton House during their
til 5 o'clock; 20 children responded,
absence.
some accompanied by their mothers
Melvina, the little daughter of Rev.
and some by other friends. Games
and
Mrs. M. S. Hutchins, had the mis
were played and a very pleasant after
noon was spent by the following chil fortune last Saturday to fall and break
dren: Elizabeth, John and | George her arm. Dr. Higgins was called to
McKenzie, Donald and Dorothy Field, set the bone and she is getting along
Holman and Olive Toothaker, Phillip finely. The accident was caused bv
McLeary, Laura Belle and Melvina a fall from the express cart with which
Hutchins, Helen and Louise Leavitt, they were playing.
Miss Lillian Hamilton of South Fram
Beatrice Beedy, Everett Pillsbury,
Mildred McMullen, Leonard Pratt, ingham, Mass., will arrive in town Sat
Maxine Hoyt, Phillip Wing, Dorothy urday for a two weeks’ visit with her
Smith, Ruth Bangs. Refreshments friend, Mrs. J. Blaine Morrison.
were served.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Jacobs and
The Social Service Club met in the daughter Evelyn, took an automobile
Parish House, Tuesday afternoon, trip of a few days to Augusta and sev
June 23, and held a very interesting eral other places last week.
meeting and adjourned until Septem
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field entertained
ber.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Wilbur at dinner at
J.
Hammond Richardson o f StrongHillcrest, Farmington last Friday even
has purchased a new Fore Door Model ing, going by auto.
Metz car of C. W. Skillings.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Dill who have
Mrs. C. Nell Parker was housekeep been visiting relatives in Dixfield and
er for Mrs. Edward Greenwood while Livermore Falls, are now at their
they were on an automobile trip to daughter's, Mrs. B. E. Hammond, at
Houlton.
Maplewood Farm, South Strong.
Mrs. Susie Davenport Nelson and
A. W. Bean and Mr. Getchell fished
two children of Berlin, N. H., have re at Perham last Saturday with good re Boy’s Brown Tennis, white soles
turned home after several weeks’ visit sults. We did not learn the number Men’s Brown Tennis, white soles
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. H. caught but have an idea they got their Men’s Brown Tennis, white soles, Oxford
Davenport. Mr. Nelson spent Sunday limit, as it is a habit that Bean has
in town and returned with his family when he gets an opportunity to drop
Monday.
the hook.
Miss Mona Young arrived home from
Miss Sarah McKenzie accompanied
her sister, Berilla, to St. Stephen, N. Brockton Wednesday noon for her sum
B., for several weeks' visit with their mer vacation. Miss Young has been
teaching in East Norton and Brockton
aunt.
L. A. Worthley has put galvanized the past year, and next year will be
roofing on the farm buildings belong employed at Wareham, Mass. We as
sume Miss Young is a successful teach
ing to Frank Worthley.
er, as she always stood high in her
Noah Brown of Caribou, who attend classes in the Phillips High school.
ed the Grand Army encampment -at
50c
Youth's Cheap Tennis
Eleva, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Children’s Cheap Tennis
Lewiston recently, spent a few days in Libby of Waltham, Mass., is visiting Boy’s Cheap Tennis
65c
Ladies’ Cheap Tennis
Phillips, visiting his cousin, Mrs. Lu her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. D. T.
Men’s Cheap Tennis
75c
cinda Butterfield and other relatives in Libby. Miss Laura Libby who is a
CH ILDREN’S P L A Y SHOES
Madrid.
student at Mt. Ida accompanied her
Children’s Tan Play Shoes, 75, 85 and 100 cents a pair.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Dill, Joseph Dill, home for the summer vacation.
These Play shoes are good to wear.
Mrs. Cora Knapp and Dorris Knapp,
Mrs. N. U. Hiukley of Brooklyn,
took an automobile trip to Rangeley N. Y^, is expected in
Farmington
and through the Dead River region last this week to spend the Fourth with
Sunday.
her daughter, Mrs. A. C. Norton and
Miss Enna Gleason of Mexico, who is enjoy an automobile trip. Later she
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Allen, will come to Phillips to visit her
also visited her friend, Mrs. Otto Bad daughter, Mrs. D. F. Field.
ger last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Toothaker are
making quite extensive improvements
A. S. Pratt’s
on the interior of their home, putting in
hardwood floors, steel ceilings, etc.
Chester Fail banks has charge of the
work.
Miss Gladys Morton is assisting Mrs.
At End of Bridge
Otto Badger with her housework
through vacation.

National Yachting Tennis

f

|
|
PHOTOGRAPHIC |
|
STUDIO
|
Now
Open
For Business

S O L IC IT

THE

D. F. HOYT,

W ash Silk W aists
$2.00
|
W ash Dresses $1.00 to $4.75
Lawn W aists
$1.00
|
Table Linens 50c, 75c,$1.00, f
.
$1.35 a yard.
|
BUTTERICK PATTERNS

P R O F IT S
SAFETY,
I

ter est

GUARANTEE
AND
RA TE

THAT !

OUR
IS T H E

IN H IG H 

E S T R A T E C O N S IS T E N T W IT H

Phillips, Maine

SU C H S A F E T Y .

Phillips National
Bank
i

PHILLIPS,

-

MAINE

No. 2 Beal Block,

Phillips, Me.

Sunshine Goods
FRUIT andCONFECTIONERY

TOOTHAKER’S

SALE OF MILLINERY
Commencing June 27, will sell regard
less of cost all hats in stock. Also a
few pieces of neck wear. Were 50c.,
now 39c., some at 19c. and a few
samples of Nemo corsets at a reduced
price.
At m y New Store

E.
MABELLE CLOUSE
Phillips,
Maine

CASH STORE

Watch Cases, Watch Move
ments, Watch Chains,
Watch Fobs
Men’s Rings, Ladies’ Rings,
Baby Rings, Wedding
Rings, Diamond
Rings.

f r o The G ra n g e !

I Open Saturday
Evenings.

Metz “22”
Introducing the New Fore Door Model, Stream
Line Body, Plate Glass Rain Vision Wind Shield and
M A N Y OTHER N E W FEATURES

Buy

Franklin County Agent.

At

BEAN'S

L

D eliv ery

i« ■

ii

MAINE

Of

A Full Line

I

-

THE HOME

Get Votes

m

-

**********+ *+ + + + + + + * »»»♦ »♦

and

e . W . S K IL L IN G S ,

-

\

Canned Goods

For Cross Country Driving or City Use.
$495. Equipped Complete.

Farmington, Maine.

A . G. CRONKHITE,
PHILLIPS,

the

j D A IS Y . B R A N D

TH E IDEAL CAR

Route 4,

|

Farmers’ telephone

Mrs. Silas Bartlett of Lewiston, for.
Mrs. Nellie Bartlett Taylor and litWhen we make our Portraits of YOUR
children the naturalness of Expression merly Miss Lncy Page, and a resident j
c^hd, of Quebec are visiting her
is manifest in the Picture. The happy
little smile, the innocent look that you of this town, and her aunt, Mrs. John Parentsb Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Bartlett
know so well, are a part of the Portrait. Bartlett of Bath, were at the Elmwood ! ‘ u Cerl*n>
H.
a few days last week. They called on
Mrs. F. B. Sweetser and William 0.
friends and were dinner guests of Hon. Steward of Farmington were in town
for the day last week, Friday.
and Mrs. Joel Wilbur on Friday.
Fresh Line of

I

“ Agency for the Universal

IN STOCK

C. M. HOYT

P A T R O N -i

O UR C A P IT A L , S U R P L U S AN D!

60c
65c

',

Up to date Photos o f all des
i
criptions. Developing and Print |
AG E OF T H A T C LASS OF DE-|
ing for Amateurs. Enlarging
P O S ITO R S
W HO
C O N S ID E R !
and Copying, etc. Oil Painting
and Water Colors.
ABSOLUTE
SAFETY
F IR S T .;

Steam Laundry.

$1.25
1.50
1.25

Low Priced Tennis

WE

No. 5 Beal Block,

$1.00
1.00
1.25

Hathaway’s
CHEESE I
Is at

B. S. B EED Y’S :

I
P hone 39-12 j | — ""
■ i i n r*

||

Cash Store

i

" Y I c r"

SU BSCRIBE FOR MATNfE WOODS*

